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INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Photosynthesis in higher plants is a series of light-driven reactions responsible for the
generation of ATP and reducing power (NADPH) used for the fixation of atmospheric CO2 in
organic compounds. The photosynthetic reactions are performed in the chloroplast, a cellular
organelle enclosed by three systems of membranes believed to derive from an ancestral
cyanobacterial endosymbiont (Douglas, 1998). Besides photosynthesis, chloroplasts host also
the synthesis of several compounds, such as amino acids, nucleotides, fatty acids and lipids,
vitamins, plant hormones and secondary metabolites. Moreover, chloroplasts play a central role
in the assimilation of sulphur and nitrogen and contain the transcriptional and translational
machinery necessary for the expression of their own genome (the plastome). Photons are
absorbed mainly by the light-harvesting complexes (LHCs) of two membrane-spanning
protein-pigment supercomplexes of the thylakoids, called photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem
II (PSII) (see Figure 1.1).
The energy absorbed by the LHCs is transferred to the reaction centres. In a multi- step process,
the energy of 4 photons is used to oxidise two molecules of water to molecular oxygen. The
resulting electrons are transferred through a series of redox reactions to acceptors at
progressively lower electrochemical potential. The first 5 reactions take place among molecules
associated to PSII to be finally transferred to plastoquinone (PQ), a small hydrophobic
molecule capable to move free in the thylakoid membrane. The plastoquinone transfers the
electrons to the cytochrome b6 f complex, which is made up of 6 polypeptides not binding any
chlorophyll. The electrons are then passed to plastocyanin, the donor of a second charge
separation process driven at the reaction centre of PSI by an absorbed photon. This step
energises the electrons that are then transferred across PSI to ferredoxin (Fd), and finally to the
membrane-bound ferredoxin-NADP +-oxidoreductase (FNR). As a net result of the whole
process two molecules of water are split, 2 molecules of NADPH are synthesised and a
transmembrane pH gradient, used by the plastid ATPase to synthesise ATP, is built up. The
ATP and NADPH gene rated during the light reactions will then be used to fix atmospheric CO2
in carbohydrates (Calvin cycle).
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Figure 1.1. Schematic drawing representing the photosynthetic apparatus (from left to right:
photosystem II, PSII; cytochrome b6f, Cyt b6f; Photosystem I, PSI; ATP synthase) and the
soluble electron carriers (plastocyanin, PC; ferredoxin, Fd) involved in the light-driven
production of ATP and NADPH. Nuclear-encoded subunits of PSI are depicted in black.

1.2 PSI STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
Although the subunits of both photosystems have been studied for the last 30 years (He and
Malkin, 1998), many questions concerning their specific functions and contribution to the
overall stability of the complexes remain open. Cyanobacterial mutants lacking specific
subunits of PSI or PSII cannot always contribute to assign functions to their pendants in plants.
In some cases marked functional differences are evident for the same subunit in the two groups
of organisms. This can be interpreted in the context of functional changes occurred during the
evolution from unicellularity to multicellularity. Although the overall function of PSI is
conserved in cyanobacteria and plants, some significant functional and structural differences
are evident: (i) the association between plastocyanin and PSI is stabilised in plants by a specific
N-terminus extension of PsaF not present in cyanobacteria, where the electron transfer follows
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a second order kinetic (Farah et al., 1995; Hippler et al., 1997); (ii) similarly, the N-terminal
extension of plant PsaD plays a role in the association with PsaC (Naver et al., 1995); (iii)
moreover, the whole stromal ridge of plant PSI (constituted by PsaC, D and E) appears to be
associated to the PSI core much tighter than in cyanobacteria (Naver et al., 1998); (iv) in
cyanobacteria, PsaL mediates trimerisation of PSI, whereas plant PSI has been found only in a
monomeric state (Chitnis and Chitnis, 1993); (v) at the level of polypeptide composition,
cyanobacterial PsaM is not present in angiosperms and subunit X of Synecochoccus is absent in
all plants. Furthermore, the subunits PsaG, H, N and O are specific for plants (Jansson et al.,
1996; Scheller, personal communication).
In Arabidopsis thaliana, PsaD, E and H are coded each by two gene copies, called psaD1 and
psaD2, psaE1 and psaE2, psaH1 and psaH2, respectively. Plant PsaG and PsaK share a
significant degree of homology (30% aminoacid identity; Okkels et al., 1992) and are equally
divergent from the cyanobacterial PsaK. Therefore it appears plausible that the two genes
derive from a duplication event of their cyanobacterial progenitor psaK (Okkels et al., 1992).
Both PsaG and PsaK are integral membrane proteins believed to interact with homodimers of
Lhca2 and 3 respectively (Jannson et al., 1996). While mutant analysis of psaK revealed a role
in LHCI organisation for this subunit, the lack of mutants for psaG hampered by now the
functional characterisation of PsaG.
Like PsaG and K, also the PsaH subunit is an integral membrane protein. Cross- linking studies
suggest physical contact between PsaH and three other subunits, PsaD, PsaI and PsaL (Jansson
et al., 1996). PsaH is required for photosynthetic state transitions (Lunde et al., 2000), a process
involving the phosphorylation of LHCII and its migration from PSII to PSI (Wollman, 2001).
Also a reduction in PSI stability and a decreased NADP + photoreduction in presence of
saturating ferredoxin has been noticed in psaH cosuppressed plants, probably due to a
destabilisation of PsaD and PsaC subunits. Interestingly, PsaH cosuppression lines compensate
the PSI instability by increasing the amount of PSI (Naver et al., 1999).
The last characterised plant specific subunit of PSI is PSI-N, a small extrinsic polypeptide
located on the lumenal side of PSI. Arabidopsis plants lacking PsaN are affected in
plastocyanin docking to PSI, as demonstrated by the decrease of both second order rate
constant of P700+ reduction and steady state photoreduction of NADP + (Haldrup et al., 1999).
A decreased amount of PsaN has also been observed in plants lacking PsaF, making it difficult
to discriminate between effects caused by the single subunits (Haldrup et al., 2000). Similarly
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to PsaH cosuppressed lines, plants lacking PsaN compensate the impaired performance of
photosystem I by increasing PSI content in the thylakoids.

1.2 PRINCIPLES OF CHLOPHYLL FLUORESCENCE
Chlorophyll is the main antenna pigment, funnelling the absorbed light energy into the reaction
centres, were photochemical conversion of the excitation energy takes place. The absorption of
light by chlorophyll causes its conversion to a highly unstable excited state. De-excitation of
chlorophyll can take place by means of three different mechanisms (see Figure 1.2; Sauer,
1975):
1) dissipation into heat, by an increased molecular vibration of the chlorophyll molecule.
2) re-emission as fluorescence, a luminous radiation with a wavelength longer than that of
the absorbed light.
3) photochemistry, promoting the oxidation of the reaction centres and sustaining the
electron transport coupled with ATP and NADPH production in chloroplasts.

Figure 1.2. Competing mechanisms for de-excitation of chlorophyll mo lecules. Chl, chlorophyll.

All of these de-excitation pathways are competing processes, but under normal conditions,
dissipation as heat represents only a minor contribution to chlorophyll de-excitation. In
consequence, fluorescence emission can be regarded as being the only process competing with
photochemistry. For this reason, the fluorescence yield is highest when the yield of
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photochemistry is lowest and thus chlorophyll fluorescence can be used as a tool to determine
both the maximal and the effective efficiency of photon usage in photochemistry (Clayton,
1980). Experimentally it has been observed that the variable part of chlorophyll fluorescence
originates mainly in PSII. In particular, in dark-adapted plants, the basal level of fluorescence
upon illumination with an amount of light (M.B.) insufficient to activate the oxidation of the
reaction centres (Figure 1.3) derives nearly exclusively from the antenna of PSII (F0 , Figure
1.3).

Figure 1.3. Fluorescence parameteres obtained by the saturation pulse method. For
dark-adapted plants: Fm, maximal fluorescence; F0 , minimal fluorescence; Fv, variable
fluorescence (=Fm-F0 ). For light-adapted plants: Fm‘, light-adapted maximal
fluorescence; Ft, steady state fluorescence. M.B., measuring beam; S.Ps., saturating
pulse.

On the other hand, when illuminating leaves with a strong and short flash of white light (S.Ps.,
Figure 1.3), the resulting fluorescence level, Fm, represents the maximal fluorescence emission
of the leaf

(Krause and Weis, 1991). The ratio Fv /Fm = (Fm-F0 )/Fm is called maximal

fluorescence yield of PSII and measures the maximal fraction of absorbed photons that can be
used to carry out photochemistry. The fluorescence levels corresponding to F0 and Fm are
called, in light-adapted plants, respectively, Ft and Fm’ and the effective (actual) fluorescence
yield of PSII is given by F II = (Fm’-Ft )/Fm’ (Genty et al. 1989). The last parameter represents
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the fraction of photons used to perform photochemistry and can be used as an indicator of the
photosynthetic efficiency of the plant (see Figure 1.3).

1.3 FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS
During the last 10 years, several aspects of flowering plants have been elucidated using
Arabidopsis thaliana as a model organism due to its small size, short life cycle, large number of
offsprings and ease of transformation. The genetic approach to dissect its biology has taken big
advantage from the identification of mutants isolated by phenotypic screening (“forward
genetics”). After the complete sequencing and annotation of its genome, the problem of
isolating genes has been shifted to that of assigning a function to them. For this purpose, new
technologies have been developed that are complementary to the classical "forward"
(phenotype-driven) screening for mutants, collectively summarised under of the term of
“genomics”. In particular, tagged mutant populations, already used for forward genetics, have
been successfully employed to identify mutations in specific genes predicted in the course of
the sequencing of the Arabidopsis genome. This has led on one hand to the validation of the
computer-assisted predictions of coding sequences and on the other hand to the (a posteriori)
attribution of functions to genes not homologous to genes of known function. A further step in
the understanding of gene functions is provided by the microarray technology, virtually able to
determine the changes in expression patterns at the level of the complete Arabidopsis genome
in response to different experimental conditions. Though commonly used solely for large-scale
reverse genetic and tagging approaches, the term “functional genomics” will be used in the
following to indicate the whole range of current strategies which can contribute to the
assignment of functions to genes at genome level and which cover the fields of genomics
(forward and reverse genetics), transcriptomics and bioinformatics. (Richmond and
Sommerville, 2000; Sommerville and Sommerville, 1999).

1.3.1 FORWARD GENETICS
a) Mutant screens
The genetic dissection of the mechanisms controlling photosynthesis can be performed by
isolating mutants with altered photosynthetic performance. The ident ification of photosynthetic
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mutants has been carried out in several ways. The most commonly used indicators of defects
associated with photosynthesis are alterations in pigmentation or chlorophyll fluorescence. In
both cases, the screening has been successfully performed visually and the technical simplicity
of these approaches largely contributed to their popularity.
In some cases, altered chlorophyll fluorescence and pigmentation are interdependent.
Pigmentation mutants like tha4 and crp1, for instance, also show altered chlorophyll
fluorescence (Fisk et al., 1999; Walker et al., 1999). In general, every lesion affecting
significantly the photosynthetic electron transport chain can be detected as an increase in the
fraction of absorbed energy re-emitted as fluorescence. This approach was first applied for the
visual identification of high chlorophyll fluorescence (hcf) mutants of Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii, maize and barley (Bennoun and Delepelaire, 1982; Bennoun and Levine, 1962;
Miles, 1980; Simpson and von Wettstein, 1980): irradiating plants with UV light, it is possible
to visually identify photosynthetic mutants through their increased fluorescence. In most of the
mutants identified in this way, due to the relatively low sensitivity of the method, the lesion
affecting the photosynthetic electron transport are severe, often causing seedling lethality under
photoautotrophic conditions, hampering the analysis of hcf mutants. Up to now several hcf
mutant collections have been described (Dinkins et al., 1994; Meurer et al., 1996; Taylor et al.,
1987).
In Arabidopsis, Meurer et al. (1996) identified thirty- four hcf mutants, of which most were
lethal at the seedling stage. Most of them exhibited a reduction in photochemical quenching
deriving from a marked decrease in photosynthetic electron transport activity. However,
mutations affecting photosynthesis, but not accompanied by severe phenotypes, have been
reported. Two laboratories have identified Arabidopsis mutants with alterations in non
photochemical quenching (NPQ, Bradbury and Baker, 1981) (Niyogi et al., 1998; Shikanai et
al., 1999; Table 1.1).
The screenings have been carried out in conditions designed to avoid the sur vival of seedling
lethal mutants (plants were grown either on sucrose- free media (Niyogi et al., 1998) or on soil
(Shikanai et al., 1999). Niyogi et al. reported the isolation of 13 NPQ mutants, 3 of which were
defective exclusively in the xanthophyll cycle. Using a similar procedure, Shikanai and coworkers found 37 mutants with a primary defect in NPQ, among which 19 showed a reduced
quantum yield for both photosystems. Several of the mutants showed also altered
pigmentation.
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Table 1.1. Overview of screens for chlorophyll fluorescence and pigmentation mutants of Arabidopsis.
Mutant
phenotype
hcf

NPQ

Pigmentation

Population

7,700 M2-families

Mutagen

No of
mutants

Mutation

Reference

frequency

EMS

34

1/230

Meurer et al., 1996

11,600 M2-families

T-DNA

33

1/350

K.Meierhoff,
personal
communication

30,000 M2-individuals

EMS, Fast
neutron

13

1/2300

Niyogi et al., 1998

51,500 M2-individuals

EMS

55

1/940

44,600 M2-individuals

Fast
neutron

6

1/7500

K.Niyogi, personal
communication

43,000 pooled families

T-DNA

8

1/5400

21,000 M2-individuals

EMS

37

1/570

Shikanai et al.,
1999

211

1/11

Runge et al., 1995

1,900 M1 seed families

EMS

K.Niyogi, personal
communication

b) Genes identified
Several mutant genes responsible for changes in chlorophyll fluorescence or pigmentation have
been identified. Most of them are coding for proteins imported into the chloroplast. So far, four
Arabidopsis HCF genes have been isolated (HCF136, Meurer et al., 1998; HCF107, Felder et
al., 2001; HCF101, J. Meurer, personal communication; HCF164, K. Meierhoff and P.
Westhoff, personal communication).
Also several pigmentation mutations are related to proteins imported into the chloroplast. In
particular, to this class belong mutations affecting genes coding for enzymes involved in
isoprenoid and phytochrome/chromophore biosynthesis, for subunits of the complexes for the
import of proteins into the chloroplast and for factors necessary for chloroplast development
(CS, Koncz et al., 1990; PAC, Reiter et al., 1994; CLA1, Mandel et al., 1996; ALBINO3,
Sundberg et al., 1997; CAO, Klimyuk et al., 1999; FFC, Amin et al., 1999; IMMUTANS, Wu et
al., 1999; HO1, Muramoto et al., 1999; Davis et al., 1999; VAR2, Chen et al., 2000). Two NPQ
mutants lack enzymes involved in the xanthophyll cycle (zeaxanthin epoxidase and
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violaxanthin deepoxidase (Niyogi et al., 1998), while a third NPQ mutant, npq4, was deficient
for PsbS, an intrinsic subunit of PSII (Li et al., 2000).
The increasing amount of information emerging from the genetic dissection of mutants
identified by forward genetic screens indicates the validity of this approach to elucidate the role
and relation of the chloroplast in the context of the cell: with the mutant screens available it is
possible to identify even those gene products that, though not physically located in the
chloroplast, play a role in plastid functions.
1.3.2 REVERSE GENETICS
Although particularly useful to discover new factors affecting the photosynthetic performance
of higher plants, the genetic dissection of photosynthesis by forward genetics is a rather
inefficient tool for the large-scale analysis of gene functions. Even with the use of tagged
populations, the identification of the mutation at molecular level normally represents the
bottleneck for this kind of approach, reducing drastically its throughput. Due to the relatively
good knowledge on the basic mechanisms underlying photosynthesis, “reverse genetics”
represents a more efficient and, in part, complementary tool to the conventional phenotypic
screens.
Currently, the method of choice for the identification of loss-of-function mutants for genes of
interest is to screen large collections of Arabidopsis lines mutagenised by random insertions of
transposons or T-DNA (reviewed in Parinov and Sundaresan, 2000). The screenings are based
on PCR, in which one of the primers is complementary to the target gene while the other to the
insertional mutagen. The realisation of arrays of spotted flanking regions has further simplified
the molecular screen, allowing for some of the populations the large-scale identification of
insertional mutants by simple hybridisation procedures (Tissier et al., 1999; Steiner-Lange et
al., 2001). An alternative strategy involves the systematic sequencing of genomic sequences
flanking the insertions; the data obtained are then organised in searchable databases (Parinov
and Sundaresan, 2000; Tissier et al., 1999).
The availability of these tools opens the way to the isolation of mutants for all the nuclear
genes of Arabidopsis. The most recent projections indicate the year 2010 as the deadline for
such an achievement. However, current reverse genetics approaches related to photosynthesis
or general chloroplast functions are aimed to the identification of mutants for a well- defined
and limited subset of genes.
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1.3.3 TRANSCRIPTOMICS
In the last few years an additional tool based on the microarray technology has been added to
forward and reverse genetics to attribute functions to genes. The function of unknown genes
can be inferred by comparing its pattern of expression with that of already characterised genes.
The goal of ‘transcriptomics’ is, hence, to discover how the genes of an organism are expressed
during different developmental stages or in response to certain stimuli. The assumption that
genes with related expression patterns have related functions represents the basis of
transcriptomics.
The availability of the DNA sequences of entire genomes, in combination with the sequencing
of a large number of cDNAs in the form of expressed sequence tags (ESTs), facilitates largescale experiments based on the simultaneous study of a large, or even the entire, set of genes in
a given organism (Brown and Botstein, 1999; Duggan et al., 1999; Eisen and Brown, 1999).
One of the approaches currently adopted makes use of hybridisation of a labelled, complex
cDNA sample to DNA fragments spotted on a solid carrier, either nylon or glass (microarray).
The DNA fragme nts spotted can be cDNAs, genomic clones (DNA array) or oligonucleotides
(oligonucleotide array) (reviewed in Schaffer et al., 2000). To date, the most advanced
transcriptome analyses have been performed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, human and
Synechocystis (Kumar and Snyder, 2001; Kao, 1999; Rew, 2001; Hihara et al., 2001). In
Arabidopsis, the most advanced cDNA and oligonucleotide arrays cover about 11,000 ESTs
and 8000 ESTs or genes, respectively (http://afgc.stanford.edu; http://www.affymetrix.com/
products/arabidopsis.html).
Only few experiments were aimed to understand the transcription regulation of genes related to
photosynthesis yet. Very dramatic changes associated to etiolation and de-etiolation processes
have been shown to significantly affect the transcription levels of about 16 % of a set of
approximately 800 cDNAs used in this study (Desprez et al., 1998). Other gene expression
studies related to photosynthesis in Arabidopsis were performed by the Arabidopsis Functional
Genomics Consortium (AFGC, http://genome-www4.stanford.edu/MicroArray/SMD/); in these
experiments the response to changes in either CO2 concentration or lighting conditions were
evaluated with DNA microarrays.
Only recently, DNA microarrays bearing nearly all of the genes of the unicellular
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 were used to examine the temporal program of
gene expression during acclimation from low to high light intensity (Hihara et al., 2001).
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1.3.4 BIOINFORMATICS
The complete genome sequences of many prokaryotes and eukaryiotes (Goffeau et al., 1996;
Kaneko et al., 1996; Blattner et al., 1997; The C. elelgans Sequencing Consortium, 1998;
Adams et al., 2000; The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000) and a draft of the human
genome (The International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001) became recently
available, generating a large amount of biological data. In parallel, bioinformatics have
undergone a rapid development to provide the tools necessary to analyse the sequencing data.
Several public databases, such as GenBank (Wheeler et al., 2001), the EMBL Nucleotide
Sequence Database (Stoesser et al., 2001) and the DNA Data Bank of Japan (Tateno et al.,
2000) are devoted to the task of systematically collect, analyse and distribute the data obtained.
The genome of Arabidopsis thaliana contains around 25,500 genes (The Arabidopsis Genome
Initiative, 2000) and its sequence is now fully available. Functions have been attributed to
about half of the Arabidopsis genes, either by sequence homology to genes of known function
or by experimental evidence. However, even for the remaining 50% of the genes, it is possible
to obtain information from the protein primary sequence, such as the presumable intracellular
localisation and post-translational modifications. While only 87 polypeptides are coded by the
plastid geno me are, the remaining plastid proteins are encoded in the nucleus. These
polypeptides are translated in the cytoplasm and then imported into the chloroplast. A
proteome-wide search for putative chloroplast transit peptides followed by a homology-based
comparison of the predicted chloroplast proteome with the total protein complement of a
cyanobacterium (Synechocystis) has been performed. By using the ChloroP prediction program
(Emanuelsson et al., 1999), between 1,900 proteins and 2,500 proteins with chloroplast
localisation were predicted (Abdallah et al., 2000). Of those, at least 31 % are of cyanobacterial
origin, indicating a conserved function for these gene products (Figure 1.4).
Thus, the possibility to reliably predict nuclear genes coding for proteins with unknown
functions targeted to the chloroplast provides not only a powerful tool to estimate the number
of polypeptides necessary for chloroplast functions, but also a useful mean to select the subset
of the whole proteome having high potential to be important for photosynthesis. The
microarray technology is already taking advantage from the predictive power of
bioinformatics: while in the first transcriptomic experiments collections of ESTs have been
used, recently the availability of complete genome sequences led to the generation of
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microarrays obtained spotting gene sequence tags (GSTs) directly amplified from genomic
DNA (Zhang, 1999; Penn et al., 2000).

Arabidopsis

Mitochondrion

Synechocystis
Genome size: 3,6 M b
Hypothetical proteins: 3,168

Cyanobacteria-like

Arabidopsis Nucleome
Nuclear genome size: ~130 Mb
Hypothetical proteins: ~25,500

21750 Genes

Ge
nes

87 Genes
870
650 Gene
s

Arabidopsis Plastid
Plastome size: 154 kb
Hypothetical proteins: 87

2230 Genes

3100
Pro
tein
s

Saccharomyces cerivisiae
Nuclear genome size: 12 M b
Hypothetical proteins: 5,885

Mitochondriate eukaryote

Figure 1.4. Evolution of the chloroplast proteome adapted from Abdallah et al. (2000).
Chloroplasts are believed to originate from an endosymbiotic event involving a
cyanobacterial-like prokaryote and a mitochondriate eukaryote host. Green lines indicate
the origin of chloroplast proteins, whereas black lines represent the descent of nonchloroplast proteins. Widening lines indicate an increase in the size of proteomes as a
result of gene acquisition following the symbiotic event, whereas tapering lines reflect
gene loss during evolution.
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1.4 AIM OF THE THESIS
This thesis had the aim to dissect the function of one of the two multi-subunit complexes
involved in the utilisation of light energy to reduce the atmospheric CO2 : the photosystem I.
For this purpose three different approaches have been taken:
1) the identification of genes relevant for photosynthesis. A novel screening procedure was
used to isolate Arabidopsis mutants with altered photosynthesis (Pam mutants) (see chapter
3), leading to the identification of the corresponding mutated genes.
2) the collection of knock-outs of the other nuclear encoded subunits of PSI. The PSI complex
of higher plants is a mosaic of plastid- and nucleus-encoded protein subunits. Furthermore,
genes coding for the subunits PsaD, PsaE and PsaH present in the nuclear genome of
Arabidopsis are redundant (Naver et al., 1999; Obokata et al., 1993). The knockout of the
single subunits of PSI could provide insights into both structural and regulative aspects of
PSI. In particular an exhaustive mutagenesis of the 11 nuclear genes encoding subunits of
PSI could address questions related to:
•

the biological significance of duplication of the genes coding for PsaD, E and H.

•

the function of plant-specific N-terminal extensions of D and E subunits, not present in
the cyanobacterial homologues

•

the function of the subunits PsaG, PsaH and PsaN, which are specific for higher plants

3) the development of a method suitable for systematic analysis of the Arabidospsis
transcriptome by DNA-arrays, in particular in relation to genes whose products are
putatively imported into the chloroplast. The programs for primer design available (PRIDE
(Haas et al., 1998), PRIMER MASTER (Proutski and Holmes, 1996), PRIMO (Li et al.,
1997), PRIMEARRAY (Raddatz et al., 2001)) are not suitable for this purpose. As a part of
this thesis, a program for (i) the automatic retrieval and assembly of large sets of gene
sequences, and (ii) the design of primers pairs suitable for the amplification from either the
genomic or the corresponding cDNA sequences was developed.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Plant propagation and growth measurement
The En-mutagenised A. thaliana (ecotype Columbia 0, Col-0) population comprising 8,000
lines with 48,000 En- insertions has been described in Wisman et al., 1998. Additional 8,000
lines mutagenised by T-DNA insertions were obtained from Bernd Reiss (Max-Planck-Institut
für Züchtungsforschung). Seeds of A. thaliana ecotype Col-0 were sown in plastic trays with
"Minitray" soil (Gebr. Patzer GmbH & Co.KG, D-36391 Sinntal-Jossa, Germany) and
incubated for 3 d at 2-5 °C in the dark to break dormancy. Plants were grown in a greenhouse
under long day conditions (with additional light for a total day length of at least 16 h).
Fertilisation with "Osmocote Plus" (15 % N, 11 % P2 O5 , 13 % K2 O, 2 % MgO; Scotts
Deutschland GmbH, D-48527 Nordhorn, Germany) was performed according to manufacturer's
instructions. For the determination of growth rate, seeds were sown in pots and 1 week after
germination individual plants of the same size were transplanted into trays. Growth
measurements were performed using a non- invasive imaging system as described in Leister et
al. (1999).
For the mutant screening, plant trays were transferred 3-4 weeks after germination into a
climate chamber under short day conditions (day period of 10.5 h with 20 °C and constant PAR
of 200 µmol sec-1 m-2 ; night period of 13.5 h with 15 °C) and maintained for at least 2 days
under these conditions before measuring Φ II, the effective quantum yield of PSII.

2.2 Oligonucleotide s and adapter sequences
For the isolation of transposon- flanking regions, the following adapters and primers (5' - 3'
orientation) were used: APL1632 (LR32 + APL16), APL1732 (LR32 + APL17), LR32
(ACTCGATTCTCAACCCGAAAGTATAGATCCCA),

APL16

(P-TATGGGATCACATT

AA-NH2 ), APL17 (P-CGTGGGATCACATTAA-NH2 ), LR26 (ACTCGATTCTCAACC
CGAAAGTATAG); for En 3’: En8130s (GAGCGTCGGTCCCCACACTTCTATAC) and
En8153s (TACGAATAAGAGCGTCCATTTTAGAGTG); for En 5’: En249as (GGCAG
GGAGAAAGGAGAGAA) and En230as (AGAAGCACGACGGCTGTAGAATAGGA). For
the isolation of T-DNA flanking regions, adapters APL1632 and APL1732 and the following
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primers were used. Left border: T9750as (ATAATAACGCTGCGGACATCTACATTTT) and
T9697as

(CTCTTTCTTT

TTCTCCATATTGACCAT);

right

border:

T4496s

(CAGGGTACCCGGGGATCAGATTGTC) and T4554s (GATCAGATTGTCGTTTCCCG
CCTTCAGTTT).
For generation of the psaE1 Northern probe, primers E1-41s and E1-943as (CCCATTTAA
GCTGCAACTTCT) were used; for QRT-PCR primers E91/85s (GTGTCTTTCTTGCCG
ATGAGAA) and E798/868as (GCGAACCGGACCACAACCGG).
Insertions within psaG, psaK and psaH2 (reverse genetic screening of the En- mutagenised
population) were identified by PCR screening using the gene-specific primers:
psaE1: E91/85s, E798/868as (see above). psaG: G-1s (ATGGCCACAAGCGCATCAGCTTT
GCTC),

G-450as

(GGAAGTAGCCAAGATGTAGTAAGCAACG).

psaH2 :

H2-234s

(AGCTTGCCGCGAGGACCGAGCTTAGG), H2-603as (TGTGGTGGCTAAGTATGGAG
ACAAAAGT). psaK: K--6s (AAGAAAATGGCTAGCACTATGATGACTA), K-690as
(TTCAAATAGCA CCAATGTTTTTAAGGCC).
The primers used for the footprint analysis were:
psaH2 :

H2-FPs (TACAACCTTCTGCCGCCGTG) and H2-FPas

(CTCCATACTTAG

CCACCACA). psaG: G-s (see above) and G-FPas (GGTTGATAGTTTGGGTAGGG). psaK:
K-FPs (TTTGTCATCCCAGGCAAGTG) and K-FPas (AACATCAGGGTCGTCGACGT);
The primers used for the screening of the AFGC alpha and beta populations were:
psae2: E2--923s (AATCCAGGGGAAAGCCAAGCAAACACTAT), E2-1556as (TTAGCC
ACTACATTTGCTATGACCATCAC).
ATCGTGTTTTGA),

N--723s

psaN:

N-1365as

(GTGATAGCAGAAGTGG

(GACAGCCCAGAGATTTTGATTCCTCGTG).

Actin

Interacting Protein (control): Con-1A (CGTCTAGGTGGTTCAGTACCTGTTGAATG), Con1B

(TTTATCGAAGAA

ACATGTCGTTGAACCAG).

T-DNA

left

border:

JL-202

(CATTTTATAATAACGCTGCGGACATCTAC).
The primers used for the screening of the Jack lines were: L-301s (CTAGTTGTGTAGATT
GGCCATATTCTTT),

L-826as

(CCGTAGATGGTGAGGCACATGCTGAG),

TJ-LB1

(GAACATCGGTCTCAATGCAAAAGGGGAAC).
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2.3 Nucleic acids preparation
Isolation of Arabidopsis DNA was performed as described in Liu et al., 1995. Total plant RNA
was extracted from 100 mg of fresh tissues using the RNeasy Plant System (Q iagen). RNA gel
blot analysis was performed under stringent conditions (Sambrook et al., 1989) by using the
32

P-labeled psaE1-specific probe E1(41-943). For QRT-PCR analysis first-strand cDNA was

synthesised by using the SuperScript Preamplification System (Gibco/BRL). One microliter of
first-strand cDNA mixture was used for QPCR amplification in a total volume of 25 µl.
Quantification of RT-PCR and northern signals was performed using a phosphoimager (Storm
860; Molecular Dynamics) and the program Image Quant for MacIntosh (version 1.2;
Molecular Dynamics).

2.4 DNA radioactive labelling
250 pmol of sense primers used for QRT-PCR or footprint analyses were labelled with 20 µCi
of (?33 P)dATP by T4 polynucleotide kinase (Pharmacia) in a final volume of 12 µl.
Labelling of probes used for Northern or Southern blot analyses were performed as described in
Sambrook et al. (1989).

2.5 Isolation of En- and T-DNA - flanking sequences
Sequences flanking the ends of En and T-DNA were isolated by PCR amplification of
restricted and adapter- ligated plant genomic DNA similar to the procedure described by Frey et
al. (1998). 100 ng of genomic DNA were digested with Csp6I (Hin6I) and ligated overnight at
16 °C to 12.5 pmol of adapter APL1632 (APL1732). Four microlitres of the ligation were used
in a linear PCR with primer En8130s (En249as), and subsequently a 1-µl aliquot of the linear
PCR was used as the template for an exponential PCR with primers En8153s (En230as) and
LR26. For the amplification of T-DNA flanking regions the linear PCR was performed with
primer T9750as (T4496s) and the exponential PCR with primers T9697as (T4554s) and LR26.
All amplifications were performed using the Advantage ® 2 PCR Kit (Clontech) and following
cycling conditions: initial denaturation for 2 min at 94 °C, followed by 30 cycles of 30 sec
denaturation at 94 °C, 1 min annealing at 64 °C and 1 min 30 sec elongation at 73 °C. Products
of exponential PCR were separated by electrophoresis on 4.5% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels and
bands were visualised by silver staining as described in Sanguinetti et al. (1994). After excision
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of the candidate bands, PCR products were eluted in 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-Cl (pH 9.0), 0.1
% Triton-X 100, re-amplified and directly sequenced, after gel-purification, using an ABI
prism 377 sequencer.

2.6 Sequence analysis
Sequence data were analysed with the Wisconsin Package Version 10.0, Genetics Computer
Group, Madison, Wisconsin (GCG) (Devereux et al. 1984). Chloroplast import sequences
prediction

was

performed

using

the

ChloroP

program

(version

1.0;

http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/ChloroP/#submission, Emanuelson et al., 1999) and TargetP
(version 1.0; http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/#submission, Emanuelson et al., 2000)

2.7 Isolation of PSI insertion mutants
En insertions within the genes psaE1, psaG, psaH2 and psaK were identified by screening the
En-tagged population using PCR with the gene-specific primers in combination with Enspecific primers (listed in §2.2).

Amplifications were performed using Taq polymerase (Roche) and the following cycling
conditions: initial denaturation for 2 min 45 sec at 94 o C, followed by 40 cycles of 15 sec
denaturation at 93 o C, 45 sec annealing at 65 o C and 1 min 30 sec elongation at 72 o C. The PCR
products have been displayed on a 1% agarose gel, blotted and hybridised with a gene-specific
probe obtained by PCR amplification with the same primers used for the screening. Positive
lines were confirmed by sequencing the PCR-amplified insertion sites and homozygous plants
were selected by analysing the segregation of the En insertion in the progeny. 45 mutants plants
for each line were screened by radioactive PCR for footprints disrupting the protein reading
frame: two primers designed at about 50 bp on each side of the En-1 insertion point have been
used to amplify the footprint sectors of inflorescence leaves and the resulting products were
displayed on a 6% polyacrylamide gel. The primers used are listed above. The PCR conditions
are as above with the exception of (i) an annealing temperature of 55o C and (ii) a total of 20
cycles.
The transmission of the stable mutations identified was verified by selfing the positive plants
and confirming the presence of the same footprint among 40 individuals in the F1 progeny. 4 of
17
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the F1 positive plants have been selfed and 20 plants from the progeny (F2) of each of them
have been analysed for the absence of the transposon. All of the En negative F2 plants have
been analysed for the presence of the footprint and the corresponding PCR product were
sequenced.

The T-DNA insertion lines for psaE2 and psaN were obtained by screening the AFGC alpha
and beta populations (Arabidopsis Functional Genomics Consortium; http://afgc.stanford.edu/),
according to the guidelines described at: http://www.biotech.wisc.edu/NewServicesAnd
Research/Arabidopsis/GuidelinesIndex.html. See §2.2 for a list of the primers used.

The insertion in the psaL gene has been obtained by screening the T-DNA promoter trap lines
generated by Tom Jack and co-workers (Campisi et al., 1999). The primers used are listed
above. The PCR conditions are the ones reported for the reverse screening of the Enpopulation, with the only difference of an annealing temperature of 58o C.

2.8 Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements
The screening for mutants with altered effective quantum yield of PSII [Φ II = (FM'-F0')/FM' =
∆F/F M', Genty parameter, Genty et al., 1989] was performed by using an automatic pulse
amplitude modulation fluorometer system (J. Kolbowski, D-97422 Schweinfurt, Germany,
Figure 2.1). A Computerised Numerical Control (CNC) router [Controller C116-4 and flat-bed
machine FB1 (1100x750); ISEL automation, Eiterfeld, Germany) was combined with a Pulse
Amplitude Modulation (PAM) fluorometer (one-channel version of Phyto-PAM, Walz,
Effeltrich; Schreiber et al. 1986). FS was measured under PAR of 200 µmol m-2 s-1 and 500msec pulses of white saturating light (3,000 µmol m-2 s-1 ) were used to determine FM' and the
ratio = ∆F/F M'. The sensor, which provides excitation and measurement of fluorescence, was
modified to be movable and be positioned within plant tray dimensions by an automatic
steering device. The automatic PAM fluorometer system measured Φ II of A. thaliana plants one
after the other in a predefined pattern, whereby individual leaves were identified automatically
(auto- focus mode) by their optimal FS (100 < FS <250). The auto- focus mode comprised a predefined pattern used by the sensor to identify leaves for optimal measurement (centre ? all 4
corners ? centre). The sensor was positioned at a distance of less than 2 cm from leaves
18
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measured to avoid cross-illumination. Up to 1,536 plants grown in trays (128 lines with 12
individuals) were screened per week. To obtain light saturation curves, Φ II was measured using
the fluorometer PAM101/103 (Walz, Effeltrich). Plants were illuminated for 10 min with white
actinic light (from 6 to 1049 µmol photons m-2 s-1 ).

PAM

PC

Controller
C116-4

Sensor

Tray with Arabidopsis plants

Flat-bed machine FB1

Figure 2.1. Schematic drawing of the robot used in the screening for ? II mutants.

In vivo Chl a fluorescence of single leaves was excited and detected by a pulse amplitude
modulated fluorometer (PAM 101/103; Walz) as described by Meurer et al. (1996). 800- ms
white light pulses of 6000 µmol m-2 s-1 were used to determine the maximum fluorescence (FM)
and the ratio (FM-F0 )/FM= FV/FM. Actinic light of 80 µmol m-2 s-1 intensity was used to drive
photosynthesis. In addition, fluorescence quenching parameters qP (photochemical quenching)
= (FM'-FS)/(FM'-F0'), qN (non-photochemical quenching) = 1 - (FM'-F0')/(FM-F0 ) (Schreiber,
1986) and Φ II were recorded.

2.9 P700 absorption measurements
A dual wavelength pulse modulation system (ED-P700DW; Walz) was used to record changes
in the absorbance of P700 (Klughammer and Schreiber, 1994). The steady-state redox level of
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PSI, ∆A/∆Amax = fraction of oxidised P700/total P700 (Harbinson and Woodward, 1987) was
estimated as described by Meurer et al. (1996). Immediately after oxidation of P700 by
background far-red light, a saturating blue- light pulse (50 msec) was applied (XMT-103;
Walz), which was sufficient to re-reduce P700+. The half- life of the reduced state of P700 and
the time required for the far red light-driven reoxidation of P700 were recorded.

2.10 Immunoblot analysis of proteins
Membrane proteins of mutant and wild-type plants were isolated as described (Bassi et al.,
1985). Membranes were incubated with antibodies specific for individual subunits of PSI
(PsaC, D, E, and F) and PSII (PsbO) and signals were detected by using the Enhanced
Chemiluminescence Western-Blotting Kit (Amersham).

2.11 Public databases
For the large-scale retrieval of nucleotide sequences and annotations, the NCBI ‘Batch Entrez’
system (Wheeler et al., 2001; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/batch.html) was employed.
Protein sequences used for the design and synthesis of the 1898 primer pairs were selected for
the presence of a transit peptide motif as described before (Abdallah et al., 2000).

2.12 Programming
The main body of GST-PRIME was written in Visual Basic (v5.0; Microsoft). The subroutine
for the sequence download was implemented in Perl (v5.005) and the Windows Executable
program file was generated with Perl2Exe (v4.03; IndigoSTAR).

2.13 Evaluation of secondary structure of oligos and primer-primer interactions
Secondary structure formation of oligos was determined using the Mfold program (program
parameters: temperature, 37o C; increment, 10; window, 2) of GCG (Zuker, 1989; SantaLucia,
1998; Allawi and SantaLucia, 1997). Prediction of annealing events between forward and
reverse primers was performed by using the default scoring matrix of the bestfit program of
GCG (Devereux et al., 1984). As a measure for the annealing of forward and reverse primers,
the product of the quality score obtained by Bestfit and the relative length of the
complementary region was used. For nucleic acids, the Bestfit default scoring matrix has a
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match value of 10 for each identical symbol comparison and -9 for each non- identical
comparison (not considering nucleotide ambiguity symbols for this example). The quality score
for a nucleic acid alignment can, therefore, be determined using the following equation:
quality = (10 x total matches) + ( -9 x total mismatches) - (gap creation penalty x gap number)
- (gap extension penalty x total length of gaps).
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3. FORWARD GENETICS

The first step in the genetic dissection of photosynthetic functions is the identification of
corresponding mutations. This chapter describes the set- up of a phenotypic screening system
suitable for the identification of A. thaliana mutants with an impaired photosynthesis. The
system is based on an automated PAM (Pulse Amplitude Modulation) fluorometer able to
measure the fluorescence yield of PSII (see Chapter1; Materials and Methods, Figure 2.1), and
led to the identification of 4 mutations having an effect on photosynthesis.

RESULTS
3.1 An automated PAM fluorometer for the high-throughput screening of photosynthetic
mutants
The average time for a Φ II measurement of a plant by the automated PAM fluorometer is less
than 4 sec, while 10-15 sec are required for moving the emitter/detector unit to the next plant.
Consequently, measurement of Φ II in trays containing 54 or 96 A. thaliana plants required
about 20 min or 30 min per tray, respectively. The accuracy and reproducibility of Φ II
measurement were tested by analysing 24 wild-type plants for which an average value of 0.77
with a standard deviation of 0.01 was observed. For 90 % of plants repeated measurements
resulted in identical Φ II values, while for 10 % of them the maximum deviations were ± 0.01.
Twelve sibling plants for each of 2000 lines derived from two different mutagenised
populations of A. thaliana were analysed for the presence of Φ II mutants. Siblings were sown
in duplicate trays in order to minimise random events mimicking lethal phenotypes. For lines
with a minimum of two out of 12 individuals having non-wild-type Φ II, 30 additional siblings
were analysed to confirm the mutant phenotype and to study its segregation. A total of twelve
lines segregating recessive mutations were found. Five Φ II mutants (0.5 %) were identified
among the 1100 En lines, whereas 7 Φ II mutants were found (0.8 %) among the 900 T-DNA
lines.
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3.2 Description of the isolated mutants
Nearly all of the Φ II mutants showed significantly altered pigmentation (yellowish or pale
green; Table 3.1), except line Pam920 (Photosynthesis Affected Mutant), showing WT
pigmentation. All of the mutant lines but three grew, to different extents, slower than WT
plants; only lines Pam5, Pam 7 and Pam920 did not show significant reduction in growth. The
Φ II values range between 0.40 and 0.83 for all the non-lethal mutations. Among them, only one
mutant showed Φ II values comparable to those normally observed for hcf mutants (line
Pam234).

Table 3.1. Summary of the mutants identified by ?

II

forward screening.

LINE

PHENOTYPE

F II

TAG

Pam2

Yellow, smaller than WT, no reversions

0.60

En1

Pam4

Pale green, smaller than WT, reversions

0.65

En1

Pam5

Yellow, reversions

0.83

En1

Pam6

Pale green, very small, early flowering

0.68

En1

Pam7

Yellow, reversions

0.83

En1

Pam234

Yellow, very small (hcf)

0.40

T-DNA

Pam483

Virescent, smaller than WT

0.63

T-DNA

Pam563

Lethal

N.D.

T-DNA

Pam672

Chlorotic

0.58

T-DNA

Pam920

Slightly paler than WT

0.70

T-DNA

Pam1241

Lethal (albino)

N.D.

T-DNA

Pam1263

Virescent, smaller than WT

0.66

T-DNA

For further examination of photoinhibitory effects, Φ II of 3 mutant lines was determined for
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) from 6 to 1049 µmol m-2 sec-1 (“light saturation
curves”, Figure 3.1). On the basis of the classes of mutants defined by their phenotypic and
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spectroscopic characteristics, crosses to test allelism between lines were performed. Lines
Pam5 and Pam7 were found to be allelic.

0.9
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Figure 3.1. Light saturation curves of wild-type (WT), Pam2, Pam4 and Pam5 (Pam:
“photosynthesis affected mutant”). Φ II was determined for photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR) ranging from 6 to 1049 µmol m-2 sec-1 . 5 WT plants and 5 plants for each
mutant line were measured after incubation for 20 h in the dark followed by 1 h
illumination with 160 µmol photons m-2 sec-1. Φ II was measured after irradiating the
plants for 10 min with every PAR. Error bars indicate standard deviations.

3.3 Isolation of insertion sites
Flanking sequences of T-DNA and En insertions were obtained by a PCR-based approach
(Table 3.2; Materials and Methods).

Table 3.2. Steps involved in the isolation of flanking regions of En or T-DNA insertions
1

Digestion of genomic DNA with suitable restriction enzyme (Csp6I or Hin6I)

2

Ligation of DNA fragments to compatible adaptors (APL1632 or APL 1732)

3

Linear PCR with insertion-specific primers

4

Re-amplification with nested insertion primer and adaptor-specific primer

5

Denaturation and separation on polyacrylamide gel

6

Excision, re-amplification and sequencing of candidate PCR products
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For En-lines that harbour on average 6 transposon insertions in their genome (Wisman et al.,
1998), additional outcrossing and selfing steps were introduced before the isolation of DNA
sequences flanking the transposon insertion. For all of the mutant lines, AIMS experiments
with 2 different enzymes and both sides of the tag have been performed (see Material and
Methods). To identify which insertion caused the mutation resulting in the Φ II-altered
phenotype, flanking sequences of sibling plants were displayed on polyacrylamide gels (Figure
3.2). PCR bands co-segregating with 4 mutant phenotypes were excised, extracted from the gel
and sequenced after re-amplification. Specific primers complementary to insertion flanking
regions were designed and combined with En or T-DNA specific primers for segregation
analyses.

Figure 3.2. Display of genomics sequences flanking En insertions on
4.5% polyacrylamide gel. Flanking regions of En-transposon insertions
from line Pam5 were amplified after Csp6I digestion and adapter ligation
in mutant and wild-type plants from a segregating F2 population. Two
bands were identified co-segregating with all mutant plants (“candidate
bands”). DNA sequencing of those bands identified them as part of the
CAO gene. M: 1 kb ladder; LB: right border, RB: right border. Silver
staining has been performed according to Sanguinetti et al. (1994).
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3.4 Identified genes
Of the 12 mutants analysed, four insertions (two En and two T-DNA) were identified that
inactivate specific genes. Two of the genes code for proteins with a putative N-terminal transit
peptide for chloroplast import. The mutation in lines Pam5/7 is caused by an En- insertion
within the CAO gene, coding for a plant-specific component of the chloroplast signal
recognition particle pathway. The corresponding chaos mutant has been identified and
characterised previously (Klimyuk et al. 1999). The second En-mutation, identified in the line
Pam4, interrupts the psaE1 gene encoding for the subunit E of photosystem I. The third gene
identified contains a T-DNA insertion and encodes a putative mitochondrial protease (line
Pam563). The last mutation identified is caused by a T-DNA insertion in the intergenic region
between the root-specific iron transporters genes IRT1 and IRT2 (line Pam672; Korshunova et
al., 1999; Vert et al., 2001).
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DISCUSSION
An automated screening system for the identification of mutants affected in photosynthesis by
their altered effective quantum yield of photosystem II (Φ II) has been established. This
procedure allows to screen for non- lethal mutants with a maximum throughput of several
thousand plants per week. Among 2000 insertionally mutagenised lines (corresponding to
24,000 plants), 12 Φ II mutants were identified, most of them with altered pigmentation and 1
with only minor pigmentation defects and no significant reduction in growth rate. Few other
screening procedures leading to the isolation of photosynthetic mutants of Arabidopsis, and
based on chlorophyll fluorescence measurements, have been described (see Introduction).
The screening procedure described here allowed the identification of mutants not found by hcf
mutant screenings, as demonstrated by the lack of a visible hcf phenotype in most of the Pam
mutants. The extent of overlap between the NPQ and our screening approaches has not been
determined; it could be defined if either a comprehensive list of mutated genes isolated with
the two methods will be available, or when reciprocal tests of NPQ mutants with the Φ II
screening and vice versa will be performed. Shikanai and co-workers (Shikanai et al. 1999)
observed, for about half of their NPQ mutants, significant changes of Φ II that will probably
make them detectable by a direct Φ II mutation screen. In the same way, the screen performed
by Niyogi and co-workers can identify Φ II mutants, but none of them have been further
characterised (K. Niyogi, personal communication).
The advantage of tagged populations is that the presence of a tag sequence at the mutated locus
makes the task of isolating the mutated gene easier. Several techniques are available to isolate
the DNA regions flanking the insertion sites, the most common of which are plasmid rescue
(Perucho et al., 1980), inverse PCR (Ochman et al., 1988), interlaced PCR (Liu et al., 1995)
and AIMS (Frey et al., 1998). The prerequisites for an efficient system to identify tagged
mutations on a large scale are (i) ease of isolation of regions flanking the tag and (ii) the
possibility to isolate directly the insertion associated to the mutant phenotype. In general,
plasmid rescue has two major drawbacks with respect to the other techniques. First, it requires
the use of molecular tags containing a replication origin and a selectable marker for E. coli,
thus its use is restricted mainly to T-DNA populations. Second, all the candidate flanking
regions have to be checked for segregation, because plasmid rescue is not suited to any kind of
display technique helping their selection. On the contrary, all the other techniques mentioned
above are based on PCR amplifications. Displaying the amplification products on agarose or
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polyacrylamide gels it is thus possible to directly check the segregation of the single bands
with the phenotype. We found AIMS in combination with a display on a polyacrylamide (PA)
gel an efficient procedure. Polyacrylamide gels offer a high resolution, enabling the separation
of bands comigrating in agarose gels. Moreover, excision, reamplification and sequencing of
bands from PA gels reduce the risk of contaminating unrelated products.
A total of 12 Φ II mutants have been isolated from the 2000 En- and T-DNA mutant lines
screened. For four Φ II mutants the corresponding genes were identified; in two cases the
products of the identified genes are imported into the chloroplast. One of those proteins (PsaE)
is directly involved in photosynthesis, being part of photosystem I (Jannson et al., 1996), while
the other is involved in protein import into chloroplasts (CAO, Klimyuk et al., 1999). In the
case of the mutation of the gene encoding a putative Fe-transporter, the polypeptide product is
not imported into the plastids. However, the effect on photosynthesis can be easily explained
since iron is essential for the Fe-S clusters of several electron transport proteins of the
thylakoid membrane. For the mutation in the mitochondrial protease a secondary effect on
photosynthesis seems probable.
Another important consideration for an efficient analysis of photosynthesis-related mutants is
the kind of population to be used (Thorneycroft et al., 2001). One of the advantages of using a
transposon- mutagenised population is the possibility to confirm the mutation-phenotype
relationship by identifying somatic and germinal revertants, while for T-DNA mutant
complementation analysis is necessary. A second advantage of transposon mutagenesis is that
transposons are less prone to complex rearrangements than T-DNA, thus allowing an easier
isolation of the flanking region by PCR-based techniques. In contrast, clustering of several
copies as well as rearrangements and deletions mainly on its right border often hinder the use
of T-DNA as efficient tool for identification of mutants.
However, transpons can be present in high copy numbers (Wisman et al., 1998), making
several outcrosses necessary before isolation of the flankings. Moreover, their distribution in
the genome is normally not random, causing an uneven tagging frequency at different loci
(Machida et al., 1997). Transposon-tagged populations also inevitably contain a fraction of
non-tagged mutations due to footprints left by former transposition events. The genetic
instability of transpon-induced mutations can finally become a problem if the insertion is in a
non-coding region of the gene, making it impossible to stabilise such a mutant by footprints.
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In our Φ II mutant screen, only knock-out populations were used, whereas for the hcf and NPQ
screens, chemical or physical mutagens were employed. Although the map-based cloning of
chemically or physically- induced mutants of Arabidopsis can be accomplished nowadays in a
relatively straightforward way, insertion tagging is the method of choice for fast and systematic
gene isolation.
Significant drawbacks of current screening strategies performed in plant trays are their demand
for extensive greenhouse space and the difficulty to apply stress conditions before fluorescence
measurement. These drawbacks can be overcome by adopting fluorescence imaging systems
using modulated–light excitation (Nedbal et al. 2000). The main technical problem
encountered to make this kind of screening operative is to reach a sufficient intensity and
uniformity of illumination on the measuring area to perform the readings. Current imaging
systems are suitable for the efficient analysis of areas of about 0.01 m2 , a size feasible to study
objects with dimensions of Petri dishes. This has been demonstrated by Niyogi and co-workers
who have applied a custom- made imaging device to screen for NPQ mutants of
Chlamydomonas and Arabidopsis (Niyogi et al. 1997, Niyogi et al. 1998). Imaging systems are
not restricted to NPQ measurements but can also be applied to measure a range of chlorophyll
fluorescence induction parameters. The major advantage of imaging system based on relatively
small-sized culture devices is the possibility to apply various kinds of stresses to the plants to
be analysed or to simulate specific environmental conditions. This should enable the
development of screening strategies leading to the isolation of conditional mutants identified
after specific stress or environmental treatments.
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4. CHARACTERISATION OF A PSAE1 KNOCKOUT

One of the mutants isolated by the phenotypic screen (see previous chapter), psae1-1, has been
characterised in detail from the molecular, physiological and biochemical point of view. The
structural and functional alterations of PSI caused by this mutation are described.

RESULTS
4.1 En-transposon tagging and cloning of the Pam4 locus
The causal relationship between the knock-out of psaE1 and the observed photosynthesis
phenotype was demonstrated by identifying two additional independent mutant alleles of psaE1
that exhibited the same phenotype as psae1-1. These alleles, identified by a reverse genetic
approach, have been called psae1-2 and psae1-3, respectively (Figure 3.1) and exhibit an Φ II
identical to the one of psae1-1. Like psae1-1, also the psae1-2 mutation has been caused by an
En insertion in the first intron, 293 bases downstream with respect to the former one. The
psae1-3 mutation has been caused by an insertion in the second intron.

1-2
5’

1-1
3’

1-nE
291

exon 1

5’

3’
3’

1-3
5’

1-nE

584

766

3

2
258

WILDTYPE
psae1-1
REV1
REV2-6,14
REV7-9
REV10
REV11
REV12
REV13

En-1

664 729

831

TTCCATTA GCTTGTATATATA
TTCCATTA ttaGCTTGTATATATA
TTCCATTA ttaGCTTGTATATATA
TTCCATTAattaGCTTGTATATATA
TTCCATaa ttaGCTTGTATATATA
TTCCATTA .taGCTTGTATATATA
TTCCATTA ...GCTTGTATATATA
TTCCA... .taGCTTGTATATATA
TTCCATTAtaatggatgcattcATA

Figure 4.1. Transposon tagging of the
psaE1 locus.
DNA sequences of the empty donor sites
of DNA from 13 independent germinal
revertants of psae1-1 found among 81
screened plants (REV1 to 13) and from
one somatic psae1-1 revertant sector
(REV14) were obtained by PCR
amplification. The footprints left at each
locus after En transposition are indicated
by bold lowercase letters, bold uppercase
letters indicate the target site in the wildtype

Sequencing of the insertion site amplified by PCR from 13 germinal revertants and one
revertant leaf sector showed footprints caused by the excision of the En transposon (Figure 4.1).
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4.2 Expression of psaE1 and psaE2 in wild-type and mutant plants
The PsaE subunit shows a high degree of conservation from cyanobacteria to higher plants. In
Arabidopsis, the disrupted psaE1 gene is highly homologous to the psaE2 gene (Figure 4.2).

(I)
A. thaliana E1
A. thaliana E2
Tobacco E A
Tobacco E B
Spinach
Barley
C. reinhardtii

44

-MAMTTASTV--FVLPANVTSVAGASSSR--SSVSFLP----MRNA GSRLVVR-46
-MAMTSAATG--FILTANVPAAIGGGSSKSTTIVSFLP----MRSF GSRLVVR-49
MASCNMASAA--SNFLVATPNVASNTNTSRTTMLFFSS--KNYGST APRLVVR-51
MASSSMASAA--SGFMVATPNIATSNTAPRTSMLFFSSSKNNTTTNFPRLVVR-34
MASIASSVAVR-LGLTQVLPN------KN------ FSS------PRSTRLVVR-46
MASTNMASATSRFMLAAGIPSGANGGVSSR---VSFLP----SNRL GLKLVAR-24
---------------MQAL--------SSRV-NIAAKP------QR AQRLVVRA

(III)
A. thaliana E1
A. thaliana E2
Tobacco E A
Tobacco E B
Spinach
Barley
C. reinhardtii
P. purpurea
C. caldarium
G. theta
O. sinensis
C. paradoxa
Calothrix 7601
M. laminosus
Nostoc 8009
Synechococcus
Synechocystis

(II)

81

AAEDPAPASSSSKDS--PAAAAAPDGATATKPKPPPIGP 84
AAEDTPPATASSDSSS-TTAAAAPAKVPAAKAKPPPIGP 80
AAEEAA PP AAAATAE--------PAEAPVKAAKPPPIGP 82
AAEEAA PP AATATAE--------GEAPPAKAAKPPPIGP 64
AAEEAAAAPAAASPE--------GEAPKA-AAKPPPIGP 85
AEEPTAAAPAEPAPAADEKPEAAVATKEPAKAKPPPRGP37
--EEV K AAPKKE------------------------VG P
143

----KRGSKVKILRRESYWFKNVGSVVAVDQDPKTRYPVVVRFAKVNYA-------N ISTNNYALDEVEEVAA--------1 4 5
----KRGSKVKILRKESYWYKNVGSVVAVDQDPKTRYPVVVRFAKVNYA-------N ISTNNYALDEVEEVK--------- 1 4 1
----KRGTKVRILRKESYWYKGTGSVVACDQDPNTRYPVVVRFNKVNYA-------N VSTNNYALDEIEEVK--------- 1 4 3
----KRGTKVRVLRKESYWYKGVGSVVAVDQDPNTRYPVVVRFNKVNYA-------N VSTNNYALDEVEEVK--------- 1 2 5
----KRGSKVRIMRKESYWYKGVGSVVAVDQDPKTRYPVVVRFNKVNYA-------N VSTNNYALDEIQEVA--------- 1 4 7
----KRGTKVKILRRESYWYNGTGSVVTVDQDPNTRYPVVVRFAKVNYA-------GVSTNNYALDEIKEVAA--------9 7
----KRGSLVKILRPESYWFNQVGKVVSVDQS-GVRYPVVVRFENQNYA-------GVTTNNYALDEVVAAK--------- 6 2
---MERGSKV KILRKESYWYQEIGTVAAMDKSG-IKYPVLVRFEKVNYN-------N VNTNSFADNELIDLGK-------- 69
--MIKKGSQVRILR PESYWHNEIGTVATVDQSG -IRYPVIVRFDKVNYS-------GINTNNFAVNELVEIQTNSYKAK--6 4
--MVKRGSKVRILRKESYWYQEVGTVATVDTSG-IRYPVVVRFEKVSYS-------GVNTNNFSLDEVIEVNEK------- 71
--MISRGSKVRILRKESYWFNQVGTIATIDQSG-IRYPAVVRFENVNYS-------GTNTNNFAL EELIEVSEVETKSKEA70
--MVQRGSKVRILRKESYWYQEIGTVASIDQSG-IKYPVIVRFEKVNYS-------N VNSNNFSLDEVVEVEPPPSKKKA-6 6
---VQRGSKVRILR PESYWFQDVGTVASIDQSG-IKYSVIVRFDKVNYS-------GINTNNFAEDELLEVAPPAAK---- 71
--MVQRGSKVRILR PESYWFQDIGTVASIEQGGTIRYPVIVRFDKVNYA-------GVNTNNFAEYELVEVEAPKAKPKK-70
--MVQRGSKVRILR PESYWFQDVGTVASVDQSG -IKYPVIVRFEKVNYS-------GINTNNFAEDELVEVEAPKAKPKK-7 0
-MAIERGSKV KILRKESYWYGDVGTVASIDKSG-IIYPVIVRFNKVNYNGFSGSAGGLNTNNFAEHELEVVG--------74
-MALNRGDKVSIKRTESYWYGDVGTVASVEKSG-ILYPVIVRFDRVNYNGFSGSASGVNTNNFAENELE LVQAAAK-----

Figure 4.2. Comparison of PsaE proteins from higher plant, algal and cyanobacterial sources.
The amino acid sequences of the Arabidopsis proteins PsaE1 and PsaE2 were compared with those of
tobacco (Obokata et al., 1994), spinach (Muench et al., 1988) , barley (Anandan et al., 1989; Okkels et
al., 1988) , the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Franzen et al., 1989), the red algae Porphyra
purpurea (Reith, 1992) and Cyanidium caldarum (GenBank accession no: AF022186), the cryptophyte
alga Guillardia theta (Douglas and Penny, 1999) , the diatom Odontella sinensis (Kowallik et al., 1995),
the glaucocystophycean alga Cyanophora paradoxa (GenBank accession no: U30821) and the
cyanobacteria Calothrix sp. PCC 7601 (Mann et al., 1991), Mastigocladus laminosus (GenBank
accession no AF093820), Nostoc PCC8009 (GenBank accession no AF148219), Synechococcus sp. PCC
7002 (Zhao et al., 1993) and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Chitnis et al., 1989). The three-part alignment
shows the N-terminal chloroplast transit peptide of higher plant PsaE (I), the N-terminal extension of
mature PsaE proteins specific to higher plants (II) and the C-terminal domain of PsaE from higher plants
that is highly similar to the corresponding segment of algal and cyanobacterial PsaE proteins (III). Note
that the N-terminal extension of the higher-plant proteins is rich in alanine and proline and highly
diversified. The two Arabidopsis PsaE proteins show amino acid exchanges at 15 of 38 positions,
whereas in tobacco 6 of 31 positions are found to be variable. Strictly conserved amino acids are
highlighted by black boxes, whereas grey boxes indicate closely related amino acids.

Northern analysis with a probe derived from the psaE1 gene showed a strong decrease in the
level of the corresponding transcripts in mutant plants (Fig. 4.3a). The residual transcription can
be attributed to the presence of somatic reversions, which have been estimated to affect around
10 % of the total plant tissue.
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To measure the abundance and relative expression levels of psaE1 and psaE2 transcripts,
quantitative reverse-transcription PCR (QRT-PCR) was performed on cDNA preparations from
WT and psae1-1 mutant plants (Fig. 4.3b).

(a)

WT psae1-1

(b)

WT psae1-1

APT1

APT1

479 bp

psaE1

psaE1

221 bp

/Bst YI

psaE2
/Bst YI

112 bp

Figure 4.3. Analysis of psaE transcripts
(A) Northern analysis of psaE transcripts. 30-µg aliquots of total RNA were
analysed using a psaE1 cDNA fragment. The blots were reprobed with a cDNA
fragment derived from the APT1 gene to control the loading.
(B) Detection of psaE1 and psaE2 transcripts by QRT-PCR. The analysis on 4.5 %
(w/v) polyacrylamide gel was performed with 33 P-labeled QRT-PCR products
obtained after PCR for 16 cycles with psaE1/psaE2-specific primers [E(91/85)s and
33
P-labeled primer E(798/868)as] and control primers specific for APT1 (Cowling et
al., 1998). For determination of the psaE1 :psaE2 transcript ratio, PCR products were
digested with BstYI before gel analysis. Note that only the 3' terminal restriction
product was labelled by the 33 P-labeled primer.

The adenine phosphoribosyltransferase (APT1), expressed at a low level in all tissues of
Arabidopsis (Moffat et al., 1994), was used as a control. To avoid preferential amplification of
one template, primers complementary to regions whose sequence is identical between psaE1
and psaE2 transcripts were selected. The length of the amplification products from the cDNAs
of the two genes differed by only 3 bp. The gene-specific QRT-PCR products could be
distinguished by digestion with BstYI. In WT plants both psaE transcripts were relatively
abundant in comparison to the APT1 gene; the psaE1 transcript was three times more abundant
than that of psaE2. This is in accordance with database searches for Arabidopsis psaE ESTs,
which identified 84 ESTs derived from psaE1 and 15 ESTs derived from psaE2. In the psae1-1
mutant, a strong reduction of psaE1 RNA was observed, whereas the amount of psaE2
transcript was not significantly changed.
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4.3 The abundance of PsaE, C and D proteins is significantly reduced in mutant plants
Western analyses demonstrated that the PsaE subunit in thylakoids extracted from mutant plants
is significantly reduced compared to that from wild-type (Fig. 4.4). Also the other peripheral
stromal subunits of PSI, PsaC and PsaD, were significantly reduced in abundance; in contrast,
no change in the PSII subunit PsbO or in PsaF, a non-peripheral subunit of PSI, was found in

ps
ae
1-1

W
T
0.8
xW
T
0.6
xW
0.4 T
xW
0.2 T
xW
T

mutant plants.

PsbO
PsaF
PsaE
PsaC
PsaD

Figure 4.4. Immunoblot analysis of the
psae1-1 mutant and WT plants. Samples of
thylakoid membranes equivalent to 15 µg
of chlorophyll were loaded in lanes WT
and psae1-1. Decreasing amounts of WT
thylakoid membranes (12, 9, 6, 3 µg of
chlorophyll) were loaded in lanes: 0.8x,
0.6x, 0.4x and 0.2xWT. Four replicate
filters
were
immunolabelled
with
antibodies raised against PsbO, PsaF, E, C,
D.

4.4 Alteration of the redox states of PSI and PSII in psae1-1 mutants
The parameters of chlorophyll fluorescence induction, together with P700 absorbance, were
determined to characterise the electron flow in psae1-1 mutants (Table 4.1). The fraction of QA,
the primary electron acceptor of PSII, present in the reduced state (1-qP) is increased more than
four-fold in psae1-1 mutants. The effective quantum yield of PSII (F II) is reduced in mutants,
whereas qN is slightly increased in psae1-1, indicating photoinhibitory effects. To confirm
these photoinhibitory effects, F II was measured in mutant and wild-type plants at different
photosynthetically active flux densities. Even at relatively low light intensities a strong
decrease in FII was found in mutant plants (Fig. 4.5). Under steady state conditions, psae1-1
mutant plants showed an increase in the fraction of non-oxidised P700 molecules, as indicated
by a significant decrease of the ? A / ? Amax ratio (see Table 4.1). To confirm this observation,
the rates of reduction and re-oxidation were investigated (in terms of t1/2 red and t1/2 ox).
Interestingly, t1/2 red was only negligibly decreased in the mutant, suggesting normal or even
faster reduction rates of P700, whereas t1/2 ox was significantly increased in mutants.
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Table 4.1. Spectroscopic characterisation of psae1-1
mutants and WT plants.
WT

psae1-1

1-qP

0.06

0.26

qN

0.23

0.26

FV/FM

0.83

0.77

? II

0.76

0.53

? A/? amax

0.2

0.12

t1/2 red

78 msec

72 msec

t1/2 ox

0.64 sec

1.2 sec

psae1-1
WT

0.8
0.7

Φ II

0.6
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0.2
0.1
0
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Figure 4.5. Light saturation of the psae1-1 mutant and WT plants. Φ ΙΙ was
determined for a range of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) from 1
to 1039 µmol m-2 s-1 for 5 psae1-1 mutant and 5 WT plants, after
incubation for 20 h in the dark followed by 4 h illumination with 160 µmol
photons m-2 s-1 and a 10-min incubation in the dark prior to measurement.
Error bars indicate standard deviations. For every PAR, Φ ΙΙ was measured
after irradiating for 15 min with the appropriate amount of light.

4.5 psae1-1 mutants show light green pigmentation and an increased chlorophyll
fluorescence phenotype
psae1-1 mutants can be distinguished from WT plants by their light-green pigmentation (Figure
4.6a). Without preincubation in the dark, the levels of chlorophyll fluorescence emitted by
wild-type and mutant plants on illumination with UV light are nearly identical. However, after
long periods of incubation in the dark, psae1-1 plants show increased chlorophyll fluorescence
compared to WT plants (Figure 4.6b).
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WT

psae1-1
(a)
Figure 4.6. WT and psae1-1
mutant plants illuminated with
white light (a) and UV light (B100AP/R, UVP Inc., California,
USA) after a 20-h incubation in
the dark (b)

(b)

4.6 Decreased growth
The growth of psae1-1 mutants was compared to that of WT plants by non- invasive image
analysis (Leister et al., 1999). Under optimal greenhouse conditions growth was significantly
reduced (by up to 50%) in psae1-1 mutants with regard to both plant size and growth rate (Fig.
4.7).
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Figure 4.7. Growth curves of psae1-1 mutants (n=18) compared to WT plants (n=77).
(A) Plant areas measured in the period from 12 to 21 days after germination
(B) Distribution of plant areas on day 18 after germination.
Error bars indicate standard deviations.
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DISCUSSION

The phenotype caused by the psae1 mutation includes a light- green pigmentation, delayed
growth and alterations in photosynthetic electron flow. As a consequence of the mutation, the
electron flow is altered in both PSII and PSI. The strong decrease in the effective quantum
yield of PSII and the increase in the amount of the primary electron acceptor of PSII, QA,
present in the reduced state (1-qP) both indicate impairment at some point downstream in the
electron transport chain. Given the stromal location of PsaE, the stromal side of PSI is the most
likely candidate for the observed “bottleneck”. The nearly normal reduction rate and the
significant increase of P700 re-oxidation half time strongly support this hypothesis.
According to cross- linking experiments and structural models based on crystallography and
NMR analysis in cyanobacteria, PsaE is located in close proximity to PsaC, D and F (Jansson et
al., 1996; Oh-oka et al., 1989). The three peripheral subunits PsaC, D and E form a compact
and interconnected structure on the stromal side of PSI [the stromal ridge, (Kruip et al., 1997;
Klukas et al., 1999)] that is thought to be necessary for electron transfer to ferredoxin (or
flavodoxin in cyanobacteria).
For the cyanobacterial PSI it has been demonstrated that PsaE has a stabilising effect on the
stromal ridge (Weber and Strotmann, 1993) and that its absence impairs fast electron transfer
between PsaC and the soluble electron acceptor (Rousseau et al., 1993). Both observations are
supported by crystallographic data showing that one loop of PsaE (about 18 amino acids long)
is sandwiched between PsaC and the PSI core (Klukas et al., 1999).
Western analysis was thus performed to confirm the depletion of PsaE in psae1-1 mutants and
to test whether any of the other subunits of the stromal ridge were affected. A significant
reduction in the amount of the three extrinsic subunits PsaE, C and D was observed, whereas
for PsbO and PsaF, used as controls for PSII and the non-peripheral stromal part of PSI, no
differences between mutant and WT plants were found (Fig. 3.4). According to these findings,
one can conclude that the depletion of the PsaE subunit leads to a more general decrease in the
polypeptide level of the whole stromal ridge of PSI. In particular, the decrease in the level of
the PsaC subunit is sufficient to explain the limited electron flow and the altered P700 reoxidation kinetics in the psae1-1 mutant, because PsaC itself is directly involved in electron
transport, binding the terminal electron acceptors FA and FB. The concomitant decrease in the
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level of PsaD, which has been demonstrated to play a major role in ferredoxin docking (Lelong
et al., 1994; Xu et al., 1994a; Zilber and Malkin, 1988), may further contribute to the limitation
in electron flow between P700 and ferredoxin indicated by the spectroscopic data. Whether this
destabilisation of the reducing site of PSI is caused, at least in part, by photoinhibitory effects
and/or repair mechanisms remains to be investigated.
Interestingly, cyanobacterial mutants lacking PsaE do not differ in growth rate from the wildtype when grown in normal photoautotrophic conditions (Chitnis et al., 1989; Zhao et al.,
1993). Only under condition of low light or low CO2 availability, cyanobacterial psaE mutants
grow more slowly than the wild-type, and do not grow at all under photoheterotrophic
conditions (Zhao et al., 1993). Similarly, studies of PsaE-less Synechocystis strains showed that
PsaE is required for high-affinity binding of flavodoxin semiquinone to PSI but is not essential
for the photoreduction of flavodoxin and NADP + (Meimberg et al., 1998; Xu et al., 1994). In
contrast, in Arabidopsis a knockout mutation in only one of the two functional psaE genes of
Arabidopsis causes a severe phenotypic effect. Despite the high homology between PsaE1 and
PsaE2 (Fig. 3.2), this unexpected finding raises the question of whether this is (i) merely due to
a dosage effect caused by the observed reduction – by about 75 % - in total psaE transcripts or
(ii) is due to functional diversification of the two psaE gene products. Chromosomal
duplication in Arabidopsis is a quite common phenomenon, involving about 60% of the
genome (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). The functional relevance of duplications
varies however from gene to gene. The conservation in higher plants of PSI duplicated genes
could reflect the need to activate different signal transduction pathways, thus increasing the
flexibility of the plant cell in response to environmental stimuli. This seems to be the case for
PsaD, as the genes for PsaD1 and PsaD2 are differentially expressed during leaf development
(Yamamoto et al., 1993). Nonetheless, no tissue-specific or developmental differences could be
detected between the expression of the two psaE genes in N. sylvestris at either mRNA or
protein level (Obokata et al., 1993; Obokata et al., 1994). A second possibility is that diploid
plants that harbour two psaE genes can achieve a higher level of expression of this subunit,
although the observed severity of the psae1-1 mutant phenotype seems at odds with the idea
that PsaE1 could be functionally replaced, at least in part, by PsaE2. Further studies are in
progress in order to understand the biological significance of duplicated PSI subunits. In
particular, the identification of a mutant in the psaE2 gene (see chapter 5) should address the
question about its role in presence and absence of the PsaE1 polypeptide.
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5. REVERSE GENETICS FOR PSI SUBUNITS

To genetically dissect the structural and functional impact of the single subunits of PSI on its
overall stability, an extensive reverse genetic approach to collect as many mutations as possible
in the genes encoding PSI subunits was started.

RESULTS
5.1 Screening and stabilisation of En-tagged mutations of psaG, psaH2 and psaK genes
The En- mutagenised population at the MPI in Cologne was the first to be screened according to
Wisman et al. (1998). Three lines were found to carry a transposon insertion in the genes
coding for G, H2 and K subunits of PSI (genes psaG, psaH2 and psaK respectively, see Table
5.1, Figure 5.1a,b and c). The insertions in psaG and psaH2 genes were located, respectively,
34 and 60 bp downstream of the start codon. For each of the two mutations several stable
mutants were identified as described in materials and methods; the progenies of mutants psag1.4 (footprint +4) and psah2-1.4 (footprint +5) have been used for all the experiments described
in the following (see Figure 5.1a, b). In both cases the resulting frameshifts caused the
complete disruption of the aminoacid sequence of the corresponding polypeptides.
psak-1 originated from a defective transposition event causing the deletion of more than 7600
bp of the WT En1 transposon. The En1 deletion fragment resulted in a stable insertion in the
coding region of the psaK gene and caused a frameshift disrupting the corresponding reading
frame (Fig. 5.1c).

5.2 T-DNA insertion mutants of psaE2, psaN and psaL
To obtain additional PSI knockout mutants, the Tom Jack Lines and the AFGC populations
(see material and methods) were screened. Three additional T-DNA insertions were identified
for the genes psaE2 and psaN in the AFGC population and for psaL in the Jack lines (see table
5.1, Figure 5.1d, e and f). psae2-1 contains a T-DNA insertion located 44 bp downstream of the
start codon, presumably resulting in a complete knockout. In psan-1 the insertion is located in
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the first exon, 186 bp downstream of the ATG. In the case of psal-1, the T-DNA insertion point
is at position -96 of the psaL transcript.

psaG

CTCTCACCAACCACATTC
8287

En-1

1

(a)
psaE2

34

LB

psag-1
psag-1.2
psag-1.3
psag-1.4

CTCTCACCAA caaCCACATTC
CTCTCACCAA .. aCCACATTC
CTCTCACCA. caaCCACATTC
CTCTCACCAAttaaCCACATTC

psae2-1

psaH2

CTTGGAGGTAGCTCTCTT

psaN

8287

En-1

CACGGCCAACGTCCCGGC

1

(b)

T-DNA

psaK

GAGACGCAAGGGAAATGG
En-1

7656

TCTAATGGAAGACGATCA
RB

T-DNA

LB

psan-1

TCTAATGGA

psaL

CAAACGCAATCTCAAGTT
RB

(c)

331

psak-1

CGTCCCGGC

(e)

186

CTTGGAGGTA gta GCTCTCTT
CTTGGAGGTC ....CTCTCTT
CTTGGAGGTA cgta GCTCTCTT
CTTGGAGGTAtagta GCTCTCTT

8287

(d)

44

ACGGCCAA

65

psah2-1
psah2-1.2
psah2-1.3
psah2-1.4

RB

AGACGATCA

T-DNA

LB

(f)

-95

psal-1

CAAACGCAA

TCTCAAGTT

GAGACGCAAG aagGGAAATGG

Figure 5.1. Mutations in PSI genes psaG, psaE2, psaH2, psaK, psaL, psaN. The footprints left at
each locus after En transposition are indicated by bold lowercase letters, bold uppercase letters
indicate the target site in the wild-type.

5.3 Generation of double mutants
Several of the mutant lines have been crossed to obtain multiple mutants. The double
homozygous mutants G/H2, G/K, G/E1, E1/H2, K/H2, E/1K, E1/E2 have been obtained.
Detailed characterisation of psag-1.4, psah2-1.4 and psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 mutant lines has been
carried out.
5.5 Growth behaviour of psag-1.4, psah2-1.4, psag-1.4/psah2 mutants and WT plants
The knockout of subunit G had an effect on mutant growth: plants were significantly reduced in
size in comparison to the WT (see Figure 5.2 and 5.3) and they showed a delay in flowering
time of about 8 days (figure 5.4). On the other hand, the psah2-1.4 mutation caused an early
flowering (about 3 days before the WT, see Figure 5.4) and, interestingly, a marked increase in
plant size under optimal greenhouse conditions (Figure 5.3). The double mutant psagh2-1.4
showed a decrease in growth rate comparable to that of the psag-1.4 mutant, but a flowering
time intermediate between that of the single mutants.
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Figure 5.2. WT and psag-1.4, psah2-1.4, psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 mutant plants.
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Figure 5.3. Growth curves of psag-1.4, psah2-1.4, psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 mutants compared to
WT plants (n=54). Leaf area has been measured at day 13, 17, 21, 25 after sowing. Error bars
indicate standard deviations.
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Figure 5.4. Distribution of flowering time (days after sowing) for psag-1.4, psah2-1.4,
psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 and WT genotypes. A total of 70 plants per genotype were
analysed.

5.6 Expression of psaG and psaH2 in wild-type and mutant plants
Both the stable single mutants have been generated through a footprint causing a frame-shift.
To test whether this affected the stability of the transcripts, Northern blot analysis was
performed: a strong decrease of the mRNA level was observed for both transcripts. In
particular, the transcript of psaG almost disappears (Figure 5.5, lanes psag-1.4, psagh2-1.4),
while the residual signal detected by the psaH probe is most probably due to cross-
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hybridisation to the mRNA of a second gene coding for PsaH, psaH1.

APT1
psaG

Figure 5.5. Northern blot of
WT, psag-1.4, psah2-1.4,
psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 mutants.
APT1,
Adenine
phophoribosyltransferase
(Moffat et al., 1994). Probes
for the coding regions of
psaG and psaH2 were
obtained by PCR from leaf
cDNA with the primer pairs
used for the screening (see
Materials and Methods).

psaH2
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5.7 PSI polypeptide and thylakoid pigment composition in wild-type and mutant plants
Western analyses demonstrated that the psag-1.4 mutation leads to complete loss of PsaG in
mutant thylakoids, while about 70% of the wild-type level of PsaH is still present in psah2-1.4
plants (Figure 5.6), due to psaH1 (Naver et al., 1999). The absence of PsaG also affected the
abundance of several other PSI polypeptides, in particular of PsaL (present at about 40% of WT
levels). The abundance of the LHCI proteins was also affected: the amount of Lhca2 was about
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70%, and of Lhca4 about 110%, that of wild-type.

PsaG

PsaK

PsaH

PsaN

PsaL

Lhca1

PsaD

Lhca2

PsaE

Lhca3

PsaF

Lhca4

Figure 5.6. Immunoblot analysis of the psag-1.4, psah2-1.4, psag-1.4/psah2-1.4
mutants and WT plants. Samples of thylakoid membranes equivalent to 5 µg of
chlorophyll were loaded in lanes psag-1.4, psah2-1.4, psag-1.4/psah2-1.4.
Decreasing amounts thylakoid membranes (5, 4, 3, 2 µg of chlorophyll) were loaded
for the WT (lanes 0.8x, 0.6x, 0.4x and 0.2xWT). Replicate filters were
immunodecorated with antibodies raised against the PSI subunits whose names
appear on the right of each panel.

The partial knockout of PsaH led to a slight decrease in the level of PsaE, F and K. In addition,
we detected only 30-40% of the normal amount of PsaL in psah2-1.4. This secondary loss of
PsaL is more marked than that seen in PsaH- less co-suppression lines, which have 60% of
wild-type PsaL levels (Lunde et al., 2000). In the double mutant psag-1.4/psah2-1.4, an
additive effect of the two mutations on the amount of the H subunit was observed (50% of WT
in psag-1.4/psah2-1.4, 70% in psah2-1.4, and 80% in psag-1.4). Weak additive effects of the
two mutations were observed for PsaN and Lhca1.
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Additional consequences of the mutations were studied by examining leaf pigment composition
by HPLC (Table 5.2). In the PsaG knockout lines psag-1.4 and psag-1.4/psah2-1.4, the level of
the xanthophyll cycle pigments (VAZ-pool) was higher than in wild-type plants. In psag-1.4,
the total chlorophyll content (Chl a+b) was decreased by about 25%. Interestingly, the drop in
total chlorophyll level was not detected in psag-1.4/psah2-1.4.

Table 5.2. Pigment composition of wild-type and mutant plants. The pigment content of wild-type (WT,
n=5) and mutant plants (n=5 each) was determined by HPLC. The carotenoid content is given in mmol
per mol Chl (a+b), the Chl content is expressed as nmol Chl (a+b) per g fresh weight. Mean values (±
SD) are shown. Nx = neoxanthin, VAZ = sum of xanthophylls cycle pigments (violaxanthin +
antheraxanthin + zeaxanthin), Lu = lutein, β-Car = β-carotene.

WT

psag-1.4

psah2-1.4

psak-1

psag-1.4/
psah2-1.4

psag-1.4
/psak-1

Nx

41 ± 3

43 ± 2

43 ± 2

40 ± 2

42 ± 3

40 ± 0

VAZ

42 ± 2

49 ± 2

43 ± 1

40 ± 0

46 ± 1

49 ± 1

144 ± 5

155 ± 2

137 ± 6

145 ± 5

139 ± 7

141 ± 7

61 ± 2

56 ± 1

58 ± 1

61 ± 0

56 ± 1

57 ± 1

Chl a+b

1169 ± 18

891 ± 34

1139 ± 102

1220 ± 49

Chl a/b

3.18 ± 0.02

3.11 ± 0.04

3.21 ± 0.05

3.61 ± 0.05 3.19 ± 0.03 3.61 ± 0.02

Lu
β-Car

5.8 Alteration of the redox states of PSI and PSII

1278 ± 131 1110 ± 21

in psag-1.4, psah2-1.4 and psag-

1.4/psah2-1.4 mutants
The parameters of chlorophyll fluorescence induction and the P700 absorbance were
determined to characterise the electron flow in the mutants analysed (Table 5.3).
Most of the parameters studied did not differ significantly; in the light conditions used for the
measurements, the psag-1.4 mutant showed a minor decrease in the maximal fluorescence yield
of PSII (Fv/Fm), while the other mutant lines resulted unaffected (Table 5.3).
In order to confirm this observation, Φ II was measured in mutant and wild-type plants at
different photosynthetically active flux densities. The psag-1.4 mutant showed a slightly
increased photoinhibition with respect to the WT when grown in normal greenhouse conditions
(data not shown); this difference became more pronounced for plants grown at 400 µE. Both
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Table 5.3. Spectroscopic analyses of WT (n=5) and mutant plants (n=5 each).
Mean values (± SD) are shown.

WT

psag-1.4

psah2-1.4

psag-1.4
/psah2-1

FV/FM

0.83 ± 0.005

0.81 ± 0.005

0.82 ± 0.009

0.82 ± 0.001

Φ II

0.77 ± 0.008

0.77 ± 0.006

0.76 ± 0.016

0.76 ± 0.009

1-qP

0.024 ± 0.014 0.029 ± 0.005 0.027 ± 0.014

0.029 ± 0.011

t1/2 red

54 ± 1 msec

60 ± 1 msec

t1/2 ox

0.39 ± 0.01 sec 0.46 ± 0.02 sec 0.50 ± 0.02 sec 0.51 ± 0.02 sec

59 ± 1 msec

59 ± 1 msec

0.90

WT
psag-1.4
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Figure 5.7. Light saturation of the psag-1.4, psah2-1.4 and psag-1.4/psah2-1.4
mutants and WT plants (n = 4) grown at a light intensity of 400 µmol m-2 s-1 . Φ ΙΙ
was determined for a range of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) from 1 1039 µmol m-2 s-1 for 5 plants of psag-1.4, psah2-1.4, psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 and WT
genotypes, after incubation for 20 h in the dark followed by 4 h illumination with
160 µmol photons m-2 s-1 and a 10-min incubation in the dark prior to
measurement. Error bars indicate standard deviations. Prior to Φ ΙΙ measurement,
plants were adapted to every PAR condition for 15 min.

psah2-1.4 and psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 mutants did not differ significantly from the WT in both
growth conditions examined (Figure 5.7).
Under steady state conditions, psag-1.4 mutants showed a decrease in reduced P700 (plateau in
Figure 5.8). This decrease was in good agreement with the 20% reduction of several PSI
subunits showed by immunoblot analysis. psah2-1.4 plants did not show any significant
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difference in reduced P700 amount in comparison to the WT, while the double mutant pasg1.4/psah2-1.4 displayed a plateau level between that of psag-1.4 and WT. All mutant genotypes
showed a slightly altered kinetic of P700+ reduction and a marked increase of t1/2 ox (in
particular the psah2-1.4 and psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 mutants, Table 5.3).
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Figure 5.8. Absorption of P700 in whole leaves of Arabidospsis WT, psag-1.4,
psah2-1.4 and psag-1.4/psah2-1.4 (n = 4).
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DISCUSSION
No knockout for the PsaG subunit of PSI had been described yet, whereas Scheller and coworkers used a cosuppression approach to generate Arabidopsis plants lacking the H (H1 and
H2) subunit. Taking advantage of stable and heritable knockouts of the psaG and psaH2 genes,
we tried to address the questions concerning the function of the plant-specific G subunit and the
relative contribution of the psaH2 gene to the levels of the H subunit. Due to the very high
degree of homology between PsaH1 and PsaH2, this genetic approach represents the only way
to determine the contribution of the two polypeptides in the PSI. According to the results
presented, we can conclude that the PsaG subunit is necessary to the normal stability of PSI, as
indicated by: (i) the altered PSI polypeptide composition in the psag-1.4 mutant, with most
subunits reduced in amount (ii) the decreased amount of active PSI measured spectroscopically.
Another interesting effect produced by the psaG knockout is the marked reduction in amount of
Lhca2, one of the four polypeptides constituting the LHCI. In previous studies it has been
shown that the PsaK subunit stabilises the association of Lhca2 and 3 to PSI, as demonstrated
by the fact that PsaK co-suppression plants exhibited a decrease in both Lhca2 and 3 (Jensen et
al., 2000); according to cross- linking studies (Jannson et al., 1996), the association between
PsaK and Lhca3 had been suggested. Due to its homology to PsaK (Okkels et al., 1992), PsaG
had been proposed to be involved in the binding of Lhca2 polypeptides. Our results indicate an
effect of PsaG on the amount of Lhca2, suggesting a direct interaction of the two polypeptides.
Recently, the interdependency of Lhca2 and 3 has been shown (Ganeteg et al., 2001): antisense
plants missing Lhca2 showed a nearly complete lack of Lhca3, while in antisense plants
lacking Lhca3 a 70% decrease of Lhca2 was shown, indicating the possibility of heterodimeric
association of Lhca2/3. The decrease of Lhca2 caused by the PsaG mutation doesn’t
significantly affect the amount of Lhca3, thus confirming the homodimeric nature of these
polypeptides in vivo.
Finally, the alterations in thylakoid pigments composition observed in psag-1.4 plants seem to
reflect two aspects of this mutation: (i) the increase in the xanthophyll cycle pigments (VAZ)
could be related to the altered antenna composition in the psag-1.4 background. (ii) the
decrease in total chlorophyll content could, in part, be attributable to a delay in plant
development, and therefore reduced chloroplast content in this genotype.
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The psah2 mutant allowed the direct estimation of the relative contribution of the two copies
of PsaH present in Arabidopsis: from a quantitative point of view, the PsaH1 and PsaH2
polypeptides seem to contribute respectively for the 70% and 30% of the total PsaH subunit
amount. Cosuppressed PsaH lines were shown to compensate for the lack of PsaH by
increasing the PSI production. Immunoblot analysis of the other PSI subunits and spectroscopic
measurements of active P700 exclude this possibility in our line. Particularly interesting
features associated to the psah2 mutation are also the unexpected higher growth rate, the basis
of which has still to be investigated. The strong decrease in PsaL content and the increased half
time of P700 oxidation could be the starting point to this aim. The understanding of the causes
of these phenotypes could contribute to modify the fine-tuning of regulatory mechanisms of
photosynthesis, improving the adaptation of plants to different environments.
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6.THE GST-PRIME SOFTWARE PACKAGE

Bioinformatics is a rapidly expanding field of biology; due to the huge amount of data
generated by the genome projects of several organisms, new tools to handle large sets of nucleic
acid and polypeptide sequences are needed. The program described in the following has been
conceived to help in the design of large number of primers useful for the creation of genomic
DNA microarrays.

RESULTS
GST-PRIME has been conceived to provide a handy tool for the design of large sets of primer
pairs to be employed in microarray realisation. For this purpose the program allows to design
the primer pairs starting directly from a list of protein accession numbers, without any need to
manually download and/or edit the template sequences. The program performs:
-

retrieval of DNA sequences corresponding to the selected protein sequences (in

combination with the NCBI databases Batch Entrez and GenBank);
-

assembly of DNA sequences into gene sequences with and without introns;

-

design of primers that are complementary to assembled gene sequences and suitable

for use in PCR and RT-PCR applications (i.e. from both genomic or cDNA).
6.1 Automatic sequence retrieval and assembly
The starting point for GST-PRIME is a list of protein (GI) accession numbers. A text file
(“annotated list”) containing protein sequences and cross-references to the DNA sequences
necessary for extracting the corresponding coding regions is obtained by means of the Batch
Entrez sequence retrieval system at NCBI(Figure 6.1A: ‘step 1’). From the “annotated list” the
accession numbers of the genomic DNA sequences of interest, and the positions and boundaries
of the embedded coding sequences are extracted by GST-PRIME and saved as a file (“exons
list”; Figure 6.1A: ‘step 2’). Nucleotide sequences are then retrieved from the GenBank
sequence database and the “exons list” is used for their assembly into “gene sequences”
(including introns and exons) and “coding regions” (containing only exons). The sequence
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download can be delayed (“delayed start option”), allowing it to run during the night or on
weekends to avoid overloading the GenBank database. Both “gene sequences” and “coding
regions” are reformatted into FASTA format (“FASTA files”; Figure 6.1A: ‘step 3’). The
orientation of all DNA seque nces can be standardised, allowing the conversion of all sequences
into either forward (5’ to 3’) or reverse orientation (3’ to 5’).

List of protein
accession numbers (GIs)
Retrieval of protein
annotation with crossreference step 1
to DNA sequence

A

Batch Entrez

Annotated list
Extraction of information
for retrieval and assembly
of gene sequences

step 2

Exons list
Sequence retrieval,
assembly and reformatting

step 3

GenBank

FASTA files
Primer design

step 4

Primers list
Input:

Warning list

B

GI: 4262227
GI: 6598621

Output:
G+C Sense
Sequence
Anti-sense Sequence
DNA cDNA DNA- Accession Oligo for RT
1 0 4262227-1s ATGAAACTTACCTCCCACCG 4262227-452as TCCTCCAAATGCCTTCTCTG 548 452 AC006200 Anti-sense
1 0 6598621-24s TATCCAACTGTTCTTCGGCC 6598621-544as CCTCAAGTTGCAGATGGAAG 643 521 AC006837 Sense

Figure 6.1. Flow diagram for GST-PRIME subroutines
(A)
The left column indicates the tasks performed during the design of a large set of
primer pairs starting from a list of protein accession numbers. The right column
explains the files and databases employed.
(B)
An example for input and output files of GST-PRIME. The input file is a list of
protein accession numbers (GIs). In the output file, the following information is given
(from left to right): G+C content (‘G+C’); designation and sequences of forward and
reverse primers (‘sequence’, ‘sense’, and ‘antisense’, respectively); predicted lengths of
amplicons at the genomic DNA (‘DNA’) and cDNA (‘cDNA’) levels; the accession
number of the DNA from which the gene sequence was retrieved (‘DNA-Accession’);
and the primer to be used for reverse transcription experiments (‘oligo for RT’).
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6.2 Automatic primer design
GST-PRIME designs primers suitable for the amplification of both DNA and cDNA. The
following default constraints were incorporated into the program:
-

annealing sites are located exclusively in exons to allow reverse transcription

experiments (such as cDNA first-strand synthesis and RT-PCR);
-

standard primer length is 20 nucleotides with a G+C content of 50 %.

GST-PRIME employs the “exons list” and “FASTA files” to design the primer pairs (Figure
6.1A: ‘step 4’). DNA sequences not suitable for primer design (<120 bp) or without start or stop
codons are identified and listed in a “warning file”. To obtain amplification products with a
preferential size of ~500 bp (unless different specification from the user), forward primers are
designed to anneal within the first 180 bp and reverse primers between position 480 and 720.
For the forward primer the search begins at position 1 and stops after the first suitable has been
identified. For the reverse primer, all suitable primers in the window from position 480 to 720
are identified and, if more than one reverse primer is found, the primer allowing amplification
of a GST sized closest to 500 bp is selected. For sequences with lengths between < 720 bp,
forward (reverse) primers are designed within the first (last) 50% of the sequence. Forward and
reverse primers localised on putative exon/intron borders are rejected. If no primer can be
identified based on the criteria listed above, the search is repeated for 21-mer primers with 9
G+C residues or 22-mers with 8 G+C. Independently from its G+C content, the reverse primer
will be designed by default in a position allowing, in combination with the forward primer, the
amplification of a product of preferentially 500 bp at cDNA level.
For both primers the annealing sites in genomic DNA are determined by using the ‘gene
sequence’ files to predict the expected genomic amplicon length. GST-PRIME primers are
designated according to the protein GI accession number, with a suffix indicating the annealing
site relative to the gene sequence. The final output file (”primer list”) contains the primer
sequences and the calculated lengths of amplicons at both DNA and cDNA level (Figure 6.1B).
The primer-design subroutine of GST-PRIME can be run independently from the large-scale
sequence retrieval and editing step.

6.3 Primer design for Arabidopsis and Drosophila genes
Two lists of 2000 randomly selected protein accession numbers each, corresponding to
Arabidopsis and Drosophila genes, were generated and used as input files for GST-PRIME.
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DNA sequence retrieval was performed using the ‘delayed start option’. For the 2000
Arabidopsis and for 1997 Drosophila proteins corresponding DNA sequences were retrieved
(Table 6.1) and fed into the primer design subroutine of GST-PRIME. 1868 primer pairs
(94.4%) were designed for Arabidopsis, and 1756 (87.8%) for Drosophila. Most of the primers
discarded were rejected due to inability to meet the length constraints for predicted
amplification products. In the case of Arabidopsis, 3.4% of predicted products were too short
(<150bp at cDNA level), in Drosophila 5.7% were too long (>2050 bp at genomic DNA level)
(Table 6.1).
Table 6.1. Comparison of the efficiency of primer design for Arabidopsis and Drosophila

Arabidopsis

Drosophila

Number of protein accessions

2000 (100%)

2000 (100%)

Number of DNA sequences downloaded

2000 (100%)

1997 (99.9%)

Failure of primer pair design

27 (1.4%)

81 (4.1%)

Predicted amplicon <150 bp cDNA

67 (3.4%)

47 (2.4%)

Predicted amplicon >2050bp DNA

38 (1.9%)

113 (5.7%)

1868 (93.4%)

1756 (87.8%)

Primer pairs suitable for GST generation

Frequency distributions of the predicted cDNA amplicons were similar for the two organisms:
more than 70% of amplifications were predicted to amplify cDNA fragments between 451 and
550 bp in length, with the average predicted length for amplified cDNAs being equal in both
species (473 bp; Figure 6.2). Distributions of predicted genomic amplicon lengths differed
significantly in the two species. The most prominent amplicon class for genomic DNA had
again a predicted length between 451 and 550 bp. However, the average predicted genomic
amplicon length in Drosophila was significantly smaller than in Arabidopsis (632 bp versus 739
bp).

6.4 GST-PRIME primer testing by PCR amplification of 1900 GSTs
The identification of 2047 GenBank entries for Arabidopsis proteins related to chloroplast
functions has been described previously (Abdallah et al., 2000). For a total of 149 sequences
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(7.5%) it has not been possible to design primer pairs satisfying all the default constraints. The
remaining 1898 primer pairs were synthesised as 35- mers, consisting of a gene-specific 20- mer
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800

: 473 bp
: 739 bp
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Drosophila

1400
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0
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1
25 -250
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1
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1
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1-7
75 50
185 850
951 1-95
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5 0
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51 0
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13 1-13 0
5 50
14 1-14
51 5
15 -15 0
5 5
20 1-20 0
51 50
-30
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>3
05
1

200

predicted amplicon length (bp)
Figure 6.2. Distribution of predicted lengths of amplicons for Arabidopsis
and Drosophila. Lengths suitable for PCR-based amplification of GSTs are
indicated in bold, whereas lengths not considered for GST generation are
indicated in italics.

sequence provided by GST-PRIME and a universal 5’ located 15-mer tail sequence suitable for
re-amplification with universal tail primers. PCRs with 1804 (95%) of the primer pairs resulted
in the amplification from genomic DNA of products that could be identified by agarose gel
electrophoresis. The approximate size of 200 PCR products was determined in gels and
correlated with the size predicted by GST-PRIME : for 190 PCR products the predicted and
actual sizes were identical, while 10 PCR products (5%) were larger than predicted. Reevaluation of the corresponding protein and DNA sequences revealed that the latter were
exclusively derived from cDNA sequencing projects and therefore lacked any cross-reference to
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the corresponding genomic sequence. Sequence data for these cDNAs compared to those for the
PCR products demonstrated that size differences were due to the presence of introns.
Sequencing of 50 randomly chosen PCR products confirmed that target gene and PCR product
were identical.
The 94 primer pairs failing to give PCR amplifications were compared to a set of 94 randomly
selected amplifying primer pairs for primer-primer interaction or self-complementarity using
the Mfold and Bestfit programs of the GCG package (Devereux et al., 1984). No significant
difference between the two groups was predicted for both the minimal energy of self-annealing
for each primer pair (Figure 6.3) and the normalised quality parameter for primer-dimers
formation (Figure 6.4).
To rule out the possibility that the unsuccessful PCR amplification could derive from the
combination of both an increased tendency to self-annealing with a higher probability of
primer-dimers formation, the two parameters were combined to derive a “overall quality”
parameter for the single primer pairs (Figure 6.5). Also in this case, the distributions resulting
for the working and non-working primers were not significantly different.

2.14 Operating environments
GST-PRIME should be able to run under any windows environment and has been successfully
tested under Windows NT 4.0 (service pack 6), windows 2000 (service pack 2) and windows 98
SE.
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Figure 6.3. Distribution of minimal energy of self annealing within pair of primers.
The energy of self-annealing for the primers of each pair was calculated by means of
the program Mfold of the GCG package. The value represents the free energy change
associated to the most stable secondary structure of each primer molecule. The lower
this value, the more stable the secondary structure is. The minimum between the two
energies of each primer pair has been calculated and the resulting distribution for
amplifying (working primer pair) and not amplifying (non-working primer pair) primer
pairs is shown (to prevent amplification it’s sufficient that only one of the primers is
not working, so the lowest value of the pair, corresponding to the worse primer, has
been chosen). Note that the distribution is not gaussian, due to the fact that different
genes have different codon compositions.
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Figure 6.4. Distribution of normalized quality of primer-dimers formation.
The value is the product of the “quality” parameter calculated by GCG, program Bestfit
(see material and methods), times the fraction of the longest calculated annealed region
with respect to complete annealing. The higher the value, the higher the tendency of a
primer pair to form dimers.
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Figure 6.5. Distribution of overall quality per primer pair.
To derive a parameter taking into account of both self-annealing and dimers formation, the
minimal energies of self-annealing were shifted to positive values subtracting their values
from the arbitrary value of 5 (see Fig1). In this way all the calculated energies become
positive. The value of the “overall quality” is given by the sum of the “shifted” minimal
self annealing energy associated to each primer pair and the pair annealing energy. Also in
this case, the higher the value, the worse the primer pair.
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DISCUSSION
A pre-requisite for the large-scale generation of GSTs from DNA or cDNA is the establishment
of a standard procedure based on
(i) selection of a set of genes/proteins of interest;
(ii) retrieval of the corresponding gene sequences, including genomic sequence and
(predicted) transcribed regions; and
(iii) design of primers that can be used for the amplification of genes from DNA or
cDNA

Several programs are currently available to design primers for large-scale sequencing projects
(Haas et al., 1998; Proutski and Holmes, 1996; Li et al., 1997) or primer pairs for DNA
microarray construction (Raddatz et al., 2001), but they cannot be used for automated and
genome-wide primer design starting from protein sequence collections. Moreover, none of these
programs allows the design of primer pairs suitable for GST amplification from introncontaining genomic DNA. Both these limitations are overcame by the GST-PRIME program by
means of an automated sequence retrieval and assembly function and the avoidance of splicing
sites during primer design, thus allowing the amplification of GSTs either from DNA or cDNA.
The systematic classification of genes according to the biological function of their products is
based on the analysis of protein sequences rather than DNA sequences. For this reason we have
established a routine allowing the automatic retrieval of DNA sequences that encode the
specified protein sequences. The use of GSTs instead of ESTs arrays has the advantage of
allowing maximal coverage for the genomes already sequenced: the amplification from
genomic DNA solves the problem of obtaining ESTs for genes expressed at a low level or in
tissues from which it is difficult to obtain RNA. In this way, virtually all the genes of an
organism whose genome sequencing has been completed can be represented without
redundancy on a microarray. Moreover, the ease and low cost of genomic versus cDNA
isolation render even more attractive the use of GSTs arrays. On the other hand, the design of
GSTs to be spotted on arrays raises the problem of including in each GST a fraction of coding
sequence sufficient to hybridise to the labelled cDNA. For this reason, the more stringent
constraint during the design of a GST is the minimal amplification length at cDNA level,
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making it suitable for transcriptomics experiments. This requirement, on its turn, generates the
need to check the amplification length from genomic DNA: if the predicted amplification length
exceed the range of amplification of a normal Taq polymerase, it will be necessary to use a
long-range PCR or perform the amplification directly from cDNA. Taking into account these
constraints, GST-PRIME has been projected to design primers that can be employed for
amplification from either cDNA or genomic DNA. The download and sequence assembly
subroutine of the GST-PRIME program has been tested on two model organisms for which
complete genome sequences are available. Both for Arabidopsis and Drosophila, sequence
retrieval and assembly were performed successfully. The sequence retrieval step of GSTPRIME can be carried out overnight using the ‘delay start’ function of the program, which
relieves the pressure on public databases and improves the performance of the download
process. The automatic assembly of the genomic sequences solves the problem of extracting
and editing the parts of the downloaded sequences to be used for primer design.
The constraints employed for the primer-design subroutine led in 87.8% and 93.4% of cases,
respectively, for Drosophila and Arabidopsis, to primer pairs providing predicted GSTs with
coding regions longer than 150 bp and a maximal genomic length of 2050 bp. Surprisingly,
predicted genomic amplicons were significantly smaller in Drosophila compared to
Arabidopsis, although fruit fly genes are in general larger than Arabidopsis genes (Adams et al.,
2000; The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). This discrepancy can be attributed to the high
frequency of introns of 59 to 63 bp in Drosophila genes (Adams et al., 2000); the finding of a
prominent class of genomic amplicons with a size between 551-650 bp (Figure 6.2) may reflect
the presence on the average of one or two of such relatively short introns in the first 500 bp of
the coding region.
The suitability of GST-PRIME primers for generating amplicons from genomic DNA was
demonstrated in Arabidopsis. A total of 1900 primer pairs were tested, and 95% of reactions
resulted in PCR products. That these were derived from the appropriate genomic sequences was
verified by size and sequence analysis. The sizes of a few PCR products were not correctly
predicted by GST-PRIME. However, this could be attributed to sequence annotations that
lacked cross-references to the genomic DNA including the introns. The 5% of the primer pairs
not leading to PCR amplification were demonstrated not to significantly differ in comparison to
functioning primer pairs for their tendency to self-anneal or to form primer-dimers. The failure
could therefore due to regions difficult to amplify within the intervening region between the 2
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primers of a pair (e.g. GC-rich regions, loops and hairpins, etc.) or to incorrect annotation of the
genomic DNA resulting in design of primers annealing on splicing sites.
Extension of the GST-PRIME program to other species depends on the state of genome research
in each organism. For yeast, generation of amplicons of all 6000 genes has been accomplished
successfully (DeRisi et al., 1997). This was made easier by the low frequency of introncontaining genes in this species, which allowed the use of a relatively unsophisticated primerdesign software. Higher organisms, like H. sapiens, D. melanogaster or A. thaliana represent a
more challenging task for systematic primer design. The different G + C content, average
introns number and length, abundance and size of gene families present in different organisms
will, by consequence, require several improvements to the actual program implementation.
Future upgrades of GST-PRIME should therefore calculate the G+C content and the presence
of secondary structure within the GSTs, in order to help the optimisation of the PCR conditions
for the single amplifications. A second major improvement will be the possibility for the
program to automatically select for the GST design those regions with the lowest degree of
homology to other genes, in order to reduce cross- hybridisation between different members of
multigenic families.
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SUMMARY

Photosynthesis is a characteristic trait that distinguishes algae and plants from other eukaryotic
organisms. This thesis focussed on the genetic and molecular analysis of photosystem I (PSI)
functions in Arabidopsis. For this purpose, a novel screening procedure for the identification of
mutants affected in photosynthesis based on the automated measurement of the effective
quantum yield of PSII (F II) was applied. During the screening of 2000 En- or T-DNA-tagged
lines, a total of 12 mutants was found and for four of them the mutated genes were identified.
One of the mutants, a line with a knockout in the psaE1 gene, was characterised in detail. The
analyses performed showed that a decrease in PsaE level leads to a reduced stability of the
stromal ridge of PSI, affecting concomitantly the electron transfer to ferredoxin. Furthermore,
stable mutant alleles for the genes psaE2, psaG, psaH2, psaK, psaL and psaN coding for the
PSI subunits PsaE2, G, H2, K, L and N were obtained by a reverse genetics approach. It could
be shown that the PsaG subunit stabilises the PSI core and interacts with the light harvesting
protein Lhca2. Furthermore, the contribution of psaH2 to the total expression of PsaH was
analysed.
In order to lay the foundation for the genome-wide isolation of gene sequence tags (GSTs)
relevant for photosynthesis, the computer program package GST-PRIME was developed. This
program allows automated sequence retrieval, followed by the automated design of primer
pairs which can be used for PCR amplification from genomic DNA or cDNA. GST-PRIME
primer pairs were tested on a set of 1900 Arabidopsis genes coding for chloroplast-targeted
proteins and 95% of the primer pairs resulted in correct amplicons.
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Photosynthese ist ein Prozess, der bei Eukaryoten charakteristisch für Algen und Pflanzen ist.
Im Rahmen dieser Doktorarbeit wurde eine genetische und molekularbiologische Analyse des
Photosystems I (PSI) durchgeführt. Dafür wurde ein Durchmusterungs verfahren für die
Identifizierung von Mutanten mit einem Defekt in der Photosynthese entwickelt, der auf einer
automatisierten Messung der effektiven Quantenausbeute von Photosystem II (F II) basiert.
Während der Durchmusterung von 2000 En- oder T-DNA Linien wurden 12 Mutanten
identifiziert. Für vier dieser Mutanten wurden die mutierten Gene isoliert. Eine dieser Mutanten
wies einen knock-out im psaE1 Gen auf und wurde im Detail charakterisiert. Diese
Charakterisierung zeigte, daß eine Reduktion der PsaE1 Expression zu einer Destabilisierung
der Stromaseite von PSI führt und gleichzeitig den Elektronentransfer zu Ferredoxin beeinflußt.
Desweiteren wurden stabile Mutantenallele für die Gene psaE2, psaG, psaH2, psaK, psaL und
psaN, die für die PSI-Untereinheiten PsaE2, G, H2, K, L and N kodieren, mit Hilfe von
reverser Genetik isoliert. Es konnte gezeigt werden, daß PsaG den PSI-Komplex stabilisiert und
mit dem Lichtsammlerprotein Lhca2 interagiert. Desweiteren wurde der Anteil von psaH2 an
der Gesamtexpression von PsaH untersucht.
Für die genomweite Isolierung von, für die Photosynthese relevanten, “Gene Sequence Tags”
(GSTs) wurde das Computer Programm GST-PRIME entwickelt. Dieses Programm ermöglicht
eine Kombination von automatisierter Sequenzabfrage und automatischen Design von
Primerpaaren, mit welchen eine PCR-Amplifizierung von genomischer DNA oder cDNA
erfolgen kann. Für 1900 Arabidopsis-Gene, die für Chloroplastenproteinen kodieren, wurden
GST-PRIME Primerpaare entworfen und 95% der getesteten Primerpaare ergaben korrekte
Amplifikationsprodukte.
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